2019 CHINA’S WINE LIST OF THE
YEAR - RESULTS AND REVIEWS
2019 中国酒单大奖 – 结果和评语

Leading experts from China have partnered with some of the world’s most respected
Master Sommeliers, Masters of Wine, wine media and wine judges to rate, review and
reward the best wine lists from greater China’s finest restaurants, hotels, cafes, wine bars
and clubs.
来自中国领先的专业人士们与一些世界上最受尊敬的侍酒大师、葡萄酒大师、葡萄酒媒体和评委们对来自大
中华区最优秀的餐厅、酒店、咖啡馆、酒吧和俱乐部的最好的酒单进行排名、点评和表彰。

Any restaurants that have been given a Glass Rating are commended lists, and they are all
here for you to discover. See how they’ve rated, read the judges review, use this as a guide
and you can explore with confidence new wine and dining destinations from across China,
Hong Kong, Macau and Taiwan.
任何被授予了一个杯数排名的餐厅都是推荐的酒单，他们在此等候着您去发现。看他们是如何被评委排名和
点评的，并以此作为指南帮助您信心满满地去探索来自中国、香港、澳门和台湾的新葡萄酒和餐饮机构。

Understanding this Results and Review Guide: Only wine lists that have been awarded a Glass
Rating are included in this Results and Reviews Guide.
了解点评：只有获得一个杯数排名的酒单被包含在此获奖结果和点评指南内。

=Recommended
推荐的

=Outstanding
优秀的

$, $$, $$$ = an indication of wine prices
葡萄酒价格的指示

=Excellent
卓越的

Our sincere thanks to our Partners and Sponsors who have made these Awards possible, on
behalf of the Tourism and Hospitality industries across greater China and discerning consumers
everywhere.
我们仅代表大中华区的旅游酒店服务业和最富洞察力的消费者们，十分真诚的感谢所有奖项的合作
伙伴和赞助商

China’s Wine List of the Year Awards
HALL OF FAME
Wine List of the Year Winners

2018 Mainland China
2017 Hong Kong, Macau, Taiwan

L’Atelier de Joel Robuchon (Shanghai)
8½ Otto e Bombana (Hong Kong)

2017 Mainland China
2017 Hong Kong, Macau, Taiwan

House of Roosevelt (Shanghai)
Yan Toh Heen (Hong Kong)

2016 Mainland China
2016 Hong Kong, Macau, Taiwan

Hakkasan (Shanghai)
Aux Beaux Arts (Macau)

2015 Mainland China
2015 Hong Kong, Macau, Taiwan

Franck (Shanghai)
Restaurant Petrus (Hong Kong)

2014 Mainland China
2014 Hong Kong, Macau, Taiwan

NAPA Wine Bar & Kitchen (Shanghai)
L’Atelier de Joel Robuchon (Hong Kong)

2013 China

Robuchon au Dome (Macau)

Three-time Special Award Winners
Duke’s (Guangdong)

Best List Southern China (2013,2015,2017)

121BC (Hong Kong)

Best Wine Bar List (2014,2015,2016)

Oyster & Wine Bar (Hong Kong) Best Wine by the Glass List (2013,2015,2016)

Individual Winners

Lu Yang MS (2017/2018)

121BC 🍷🍷🍷
G/F, 42-44 Peel Street, Central, Hong Kong (and SAR)
23950200
https://www.121bc.com.hk/
Cuisine: Contemporary Italian
Wine list by Vincent Kwong
Wine on list: 98 (29 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 80 - 270 HKD

Best Medium List
121 BC offers a slick wine list of just under 100 wines that
pulses with on-trend alternative, low intervention wines from
some of Italy's leading winemakers. Macerated Whites and
Natural Wines have their own categories marked for those who
enjoy a little wildness to their wines. This all-Italian wine
listing plays no favourites so expect to see a full range of styles
from almost every Italian wine region, from Sicily and Puglia
down south the Friuli and the Veneto up north. The selection of
aged reds includes some delightful Barolos.

1515 WEST CHOPHOUSE, JING AN
SHANGRI-LA HOTEL 🍷🍷
1515牛排馆
1218 Middle Yan'an Road, Jing An Kerry Center, West
Nanjing Road, Shanghai, 20040
(8621)22038889
http://www.shangrila.com/shanghai/jinganshangrila/dining/restaurants/the-1515west-chophouse-and-bar/
Cuisine: American bar and grill.
Wine list by King Wang
Wine on list: 780 (31 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 95 - 3960 RMB
An excellent list. Opens with quality options ‘by the glass’ and
is then a cavalcade of stellar selections. An amazing array of
DRC the highlight, but for mere mortals, cracking white
burgundies, fine collection of Bordeaux, plenty of fine choices
from Australia and New Zealand and the opportunity to sample
the local wines. The whiskies are especially noteworthy with a
good range of rums and other spirits.

1515 BAR, JING AN SHANGRI-LA HOTEL
🍷🍷
1515酒吧
1218 Middle Yan'an Road, Jing An Kerry Center, West
Nanjing Road, Shanghai, 20040
862122038889
http://www.shangrila.com/shanghai/jinganshangrila/dining/restaurants/the-1515west-chophouse-and-bar/
Cuisine: American bar and grill.
Wine list by King Wang
Wine on list: 780 (31 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 95 - 3960 RMB
An excellent list. Opens with quality options ‘by the glass’ and
is then a cavalcade of stellar selections. An amazing array of
DRC the highlight, but for mere mortals, cracking white
burgundies, fine collection of Bordeaux, plenty of fine choices
from Australia and New Zealand and the opportunity to sample
the local wines. The whiskies are especially noteworthy with a
good range of rums and other spirits.

78 PRIME SEAFOOD & STEAKHOUSE,
INTERCONTINENTAL NANJING 🍷
1 ZhongYang Road, Nanjing, Jiangsu 210008
86-25-8353888
https://www.ihg.com/intercontinental/hotels/us/en/nanjing/nkgh
a/hoteldetail
Cuisine: Seafood & Steakhouse
Wine list by Maarten Van Remoortere
Wine on list: 110 (12 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 70 - 105 RMB
The Intercontinental Nanjing has a wine list which will suit
their customers with a pleasing range of international wines
from around the world. It is strongest in the classic wines of
Bordeaux and has a good selection of champagne. It balances
the budget-priced with the fine wines from many of the world's
most significant wine regions.

8½ OTTO E MEZZO BOMBANA HONG
KONG 🍷🍷🍷

8½ OTTO E MEZZO BOMBANA MACAU,
GALAXY MACAU 🍷🍷🍷

Shop 202, Landmark Alexandra, 18 Chater Road, Central,
Hong Kong (and SAR)
85225378859
http://www.ottoemezzobombana.com
Cuisine: Italian
Wine list by Marino Braccu
Wine on list: 2100 (200 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 80 - 360 HKD
A stunning 2000-plus wine list largely devoted to showcasing
the wines of one country is a rarity. Last year's China Wine List
of the Year - Hong Kong, Macau and Taiwan - continues to
show why it is among the country's best with a stunning
selection of wines. Wines by glass highlight classic producers
such as Brezza, Terlano and rising stars like Graci. Half bottles
go for quality all the way and include Lynch-Bages and
Lascombes. The French vie for the diner's attention, especially
in the Champagne selection, but Italophiles have much to
celebrate as they work their way through the list. Multiple
vintages of top Italian wines from top makers makes the choice
all that bit harder.

1031 1st Floor Galaxy Macau , Cotai, Macau (and SAR)
85388862169
https://www.galaxymacau.com/en/dining/restaurants/8%C2%B
D-otto-e-mezzo-bombana/
Cuisine: Italian
Wine list by Mirco Tarducci
Wine on list: 786 (21 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 85 - 290 MOP
The talented 8 1/2 Otto e Mezzo Bombara team with access to
one of the more comprehensive selections of Italian wines in
the world puts on an Italian wine masterclass. From

8½ OTTO E MEZZO BOMBANA SHANGHAI
🍷🍷🍷

AIR FRANCE - BUSINESS CLASS 🍷🍷

6th 7th floor Associate Mission Building,No. 169,
Yuanmingyuan Road, Huangpu District, Shanghai 200002
2160872809
http://www.ottoemezzobombana.com
Cuisine: Italian
Wine list by Manuel Montesano
Wine on list: 780 (21 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 120 - 580 RMB
With access to one of the great wine lists of China, 8 1/2 Otto e
Mezzo, Shanghai, works hard to present a different wine list to
that of its sister restaurants. More wines by the glass are
offered under Coravin here increasing your wine drinking
options, especially with aged reds, and keep an eye out for The
Sommeliers Selection with 34 top-shelf wines selected. The
Italians are the stars - especially the heart-stopping depth of
the Barolo list - but diners may find themselves eyeing some
attractive alternatives from the rest of the world, led by France.

法国航空公司商务舱
Room 1601,Building 3, China Oversea Plaza, No 8,
Guanghua,Dongli, Chaoyang District, Beijing 100020
1059220809
https://www.airfrance.com.cn
Cuisine: Business Class
Wine list by Paolo Basso
Wine on list: 1 (1 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 0 - 0 TWD
Air France offers it's Business class customers a fine selection
of wine from classic French regions. Enjoy Champagne,
Chablis, Pouilly Fumé and Bordeaux. The food-friendly nature
of the wines has been carefully considered.

AIR FRANCE - LA PREMIERE 🍷🍷🍷
法国航空公司
Room 1601, Building 3, China Overseas Plaza,No. 8,Guanghua
Dongli, Chaoyang District, Beijing 100020
010-59220809
https://www.airfrance.com.cn
Cuisine: La Premiere
Wine list by Paolo Basso
Wine on list: 6 (6 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 0 - 0 RMB

Best Airlines Wine List
Air France provides its La Premiere passengers with a firstrate wine experience. Vintage Champagne, Premier Cru white
Burgundy and Grand Cru Alsatian Riesling are all part of the
joy. It is a small curated set of beautifully crafted wines to
make any flight a pleasure.

AKMÉ 🍷🍷
No.55 Wulumuqi Soth Road, Xuhui District, Shanghai 200031
2164699969
http://www.winelistoftheyear.cn
Cuisine: French
Wine list by Stan Fang / Hason Hang
Wine on list: 437 (14 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 70 - 260 RMB
Wine lovers will enjoy choosing off this well-appointed list
peppered with dependable producers. Care has been taken to
present a wide spectrum of wines with a focus on the iconic
French regions. Burgundy is a highlight, with an extensive
range of white and red wines. The Italian red collection is also
strong. There is also a balanced offering by the glass. Take
note of vintage when ordering.

AMIGO BAR 🍷
阿米格

ANGELINI, KOWLOON SHANGRI-LA
HOTEL 🍷🍷🍷

No.99, JingLe Non-Vehicle Street, Pinghu, Jiaxing, Zhejiang
200013
(+86)15024347006
http://competition.winelistoftheyear.cn/s/10210146/35821/e/
Cuisine: Mediterranean
Wine list by Tansy Zhao
Wine on list: 110 (13 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 68 - 118 RMB
A small international list with representation from most major
wine-producing regions. There is a good number of wines-bythe-glass and a prestigious set of Bordeaux. Plenty of iconic
names and classic styles.

64 Mody Road, Kowloon, Hong Kong (and SAR)
85227338750
http://www.shangrila.com/hongkong/kowloonshangrila/dining/restaurants/angelini
/
Cuisine: Italian
Wine list by Yohann Jousselin MS/Cyrus Ho
Wine on list: 225 (20 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 85 - 680 HKD
A carefully curated wine list with an emphasis on the wines of
Italy. It includes many top producers and care has been taken
with vintage selection. There is a sub-set of wines from
Burgundy and Bordeaux including prestige labels. A superb
listing of wines-by-the-glass.

APOLLO 🍷
201 Anfu Lu (near Wulumuqi Lu),, Shanghai, 200040
54040998
http://www.mrwillis.com.cn
Cuisine: Modern South American
Wine list by Max Haahr
Wine on list: 49 (8 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 55 - 95 RMB
A playful joyous list that has a top range of cocktails, Nørrebro
beer and spirits. The wine list is brimming with wines which the
restaurant imports themselves so you can have a unique and
satisfying wine experience at very fair prices. A good range of
styles and varieties from across the globe.

APRON (THE), GALAXY MACAU 🍷🍷
蚝吧扒房
G108 Ground Floor Galaxy Macau, Cotai, Macau (and SAR)
85388832221
https://www.galaxymacau.com/cn/dining/restaurants/the-apron/
Cuisine: Oyster Bar & Grill
Wine list by Han Yew Kong
Wine on list: 37 (17 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 55 - 160 MOP
A small though beautifully crafted wine list filled with wines
from top producers. Enjoy Champagne from the likes of
Chartogne Taillet and Agrapart. Or perhaps a Diebolt-Vallois
Blanc de blancs is more to your liking? The wines are fresh and
carefully chosen with vintage an important consideration.
Wines are arranged in order of intensity with style perfectly
tailored to the seafood menu.

ARIA, CHINA WORLD HOTEL 🍷🍷🍷

AUX BEAUX ARTS, MGM MACAU 🍷🍷🍷

阿丽雅

Avenida Dr. Sun Yat Sen, Nape, Macau (and SAR) 519020
(853)88028888
https://www.mgm.mo/
Cuisine: French
Wine list by David Chnag
Wine on list: 2000 (15 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 50 - 128 MOP
Hall of Fame as winner of China's Wine List of the Year 2016.
This list is identical with that of Imperial Court, MGM Macau
except for its wines by the glass. It is an outstanding collection
of the great wines of the world especially of France's finest:
Burgundy, Bordeaux, Champagne, the Rhone. There are
verticals of the top wines of these regions in many cases
stretching back for decades. Those interested in biodynamic
and organic wines will find listings of the most famous
examples such as Comtes Lafon and Felton Road. The most
significant wines of countries such as Italy, Spain, Portugal, the
USA, Australia and New Zealand are also featured.

No.1 Jianguomenwai Avenue, Beijing, 100004
+8601065062266-38
https://www.shangri-la.com/en/beijing/chinaworld/
Cuisine: Spanish,International
Wine list by Gary Zhang
Wine on list: 477 (30 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 90 - 260 RMB
One of the more impressive selections of wine ‘by the glass’,
styles and producers, kicks off a superb list. The emphasis is
more on the classical makers and their wines than emerging
stars but so many classics make this irrelevant. A cavalcade of
wonderful wines in a fine and well-balanced list.

AZUR, SHANGRI-LA HOTEL, BEIJING
🍷🍷🍷

BAIYULAN, OKURA GARDEN HOTEL
SHANGHAI 🍷

"聚"餐厅

白玉兰中餐厅

29 Zizhuyuan Road, Beijing, 100089
10-88826728
http://www.shangrila.com/en/beijing/shangrila/dining/restaurants/azur/
Cuisine: French Restaurant
Wine list by Jack Zhang
Wine on list: 218 (18 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 70 - 145 RMB
An extensive list which begins with a well-compiled selection
by the glass, especially the reds. Plenty of big names and fine
wines follow – Donnhoff, Weinbach, DRC, JJ Prum and a cross
section of quality Australian, New Zealand and American
names. Serious attention has been paid to ensuring a
superlative list of Bordeaux, at all levels, while Burgundy is
also well represented.

58 Maoming Road (S.), Shanghai, 200030
86-21-64151111
https://www.okura-nikko.com/china/shanghai/okura-gardenhotel-shanghai/dining/#okura-garden-hotel-shanghai
Cuisine: Chinese
Wine list by Liao Yinhua
Wine on list: 130 (10 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 90 - 120 RMB
Baiyulan’s genuine enthusiasm for wine is evident in this
carefully curated wine list. There is a spectrum of international
styles with a focus on quality French wine. Producer spotlights
add to the charm, and there are some innovative listings.
There’s also a selection of Chinese liquor and rice wine, as
well as a delightful set of Chinese tea.

BANG BY MR WILLIS GATEWAY 🍷

BANG BY MR WILLIS IAPM 🍷

Xujiahui 151-153A.1Hongqiao Road, (near Huashan Road),,
Shanghai, 200000
64473808
http://www.mrwillis.com.cn/
Cuisine: Mediterranean
Wine list by Max Haahr
Wine on list: 17 (5 by the glass)
Wine prices: $
By the glass: 70 - 90 RMB
A small, well-composed list full of food-friendly styles which
suit the vibrant, contemporary cuisine. Despite its tiny size,
there is a great range of varietals. An aged Australian beef ribeye with a Barolo? Or perhaps a Ribera del Duero is more to
your liking? Plenty of well-priced, interesting wines to savour
and enjoy.

Iapm L5-506 999 HuaiHai Zhong Lu (near ShanXi Nan Lu),,
Shanghai, 200000
64832566
http://www.mrwillis.com.cn
Cuisine: Mediterranean
Wine list by Max Haahr
Wine on list: 17 (5 by the glass)
Wine prices: $
By the glass: 70 - 90 RMB
A small, well-composed list full of food-friendly styles which
suit the vibrant, contemporary cuisine. Despite its tiny size,
there is a great range of varietals. An aged Australian beef ribeye with a Barolo? Or perhaps a Ribera del Duero is more to
your liking? Plenty of well-priced, interesting wines to savour
and enjoy.

BANG BY MR WILLIS LCM 🍷

BELLA NAPOLI 🍷

LCM 1/F, Lane 2389, 2 Zhangyang (near Gushan Lu),,
Shanghai, 200000
68811699
http://www.mrwillis.com.cn/
Cuisine: Mediterranean
Wine list by Max Haahr
Wine on list: 17 (5 by the glass)
Wine prices: $
By the glass: 70 - 90 RMB
A small, well-composed list full of food-friendly styles which
suit the vibrant, contemporary cuisine. Despite its tiny size,
there is a great range of varietals. An aged Australian beef ribeye with a Barolo? Or perhaps a Ribera del Duero is more to
your liking? Plenty of well-priced, interesting wines to savour
and enjoy.

美丽那波利
Changle Road, Lane 946, nr 4, Jing'an District, Shanghai
200040
021-62488985
http://www.bellanapoli-sh.com/?l=cn
Cuisine: Italian
Wine list by Guido Esposito
Wine on list: 34 (8 by the glass)
Wine prices: $
By the glass: 45 - 65 TWD
A joyous list of the wines of Italy. Excellent attention to detail
with presentation and wine selection. Helpful tasting notes on
all wines. A top spread of regions, varieties and styles.

BENCOTTO, MANDARIN ORIENTAL, TAIPEI BENE, SHERATON GRAND MACAO 🍷
Estrado do Istmo, Cotai, Macau (and SAR)
🍷🍷🍷
No.158 Dunhua North Road, Taipei, Taiwan 10548
886227156888
https://www.mandarinoriental.com/taipei/songshan/luxuryhotel
Cuisine: Italian
Wine list by Sean Yeh
Wine on list: 594 (18 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 360 - 680 TWD

Best Wine List - Taiwan
A list of considerable depth and gravitas, Bencotto moves to a
lively Italian beat. Almost all of the wines by the glass are
Italian, a good sign of things to come, and as diners dig deeper
into the list they will come across some of the best big name
and smaller icon/in-demand wines of Italy. Importantly, given
some of the styles, many are beautifully aged and should be
excellent drinking. A selection of French and world wines
completes the list. Of interest to many will be the wine pairings
offered, sommelier recommendations, flights and half bottles.

85381132200
https://www.marriott.com/hotels/travel/mfmsi-sheraton-grandmacao-hotel-cotai-central/
Cuisine: Italian
Wine list by Marc Van Der Meer
Wine on list: 54 (18 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 58 - 95 MOP
A modest wine list of 54 wines that embraces the wines of Italy
but also shows allegiance to a mix of old and new world wine
countries, particularly France and Portugal. Lovers of Italian
wines will be heartened to see wines from star regions such as
Piemonte and Tuscany mixing it with the wines from some of
the quieter achievers such as Campania, Friuli and Abruzzo.
Medium-bodied, savoury wine styles set the scene for some
excellent dining options. Diners also have the choice of a range
of wines by the glass and carafe.

BIG SUR BEER & BARBECUE 🍷🍷
Ground floor 22 Staunton Street, Central, Hong Kong (and
SAR) 999077
25293001
https://bigsur.com.hk
Cuisine: California-inspired food
Wine list by Chris Woodyard
Wine on list: 40 (36 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 70 - 180 HKD

Best Small List
Best Beer List
Big Sur Beer & Barbecue plays its cool Californian food and
wine vibe to the max with a top selection of Californian wine
producers starring, from Bonny Doon and De Loach through to
L'Ecole. Support comes from a bunch of Washington state and
the odd Oregon Pinot Noir in addition to a small range of
solid, non-US producers from Australia, New Zealand and
France. A big attraction to many will be the offer of 36 wines
by the glass. It's a triumph of choice, and to finish check out the
extensive Tequila offerings.

BOR EATERY 🍷
2/F, No. 11, 322 Anfu Lu, Shanghai, 200040
62660797
http://www.mrwillis.com.cn/
Cuisine: Modern Nordic
Wine list by Max Haahr
Wine on list: 67 (7 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 55 - 90 RMB
A small modern wine list filled with wines that the restaurant
imports themselves so you will have to change to drink
something unique at a fair price. A spread of styles and labels
from across the globe including a good number from Australia,
France, Italy and New Zealand.

BLANCHE 🍷🍷
本白
100 Wukang road , Shanghai, 200000
021-68980678
http://www.winelistoftheyear.cn/
Cuisine: Fine dining, French and Japanese
Wine list by Matthieu Thomas
Wine on list: 187 (14 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 88 - 128 RMB
A poetic list that takes you on a journey through wonders of
wine. Choose from a ‘legendary master’, or perhaps something
eclectic from an up-and-coming star. The list breaks away from
the conventional format of varietal and regional groupings and
instead presents wines within a philosophical genre. There are
also fifteen signature cocktails and an extensive collection of
spirits and sake to choose on offer.

BRASSERIE, THE PARISIAN MACAO 🍷🍷
巴黎人法式餐廳
Level 3, The Parisian Macao,Estrada do Istmo, Lote 3, Cotai,
Macau (and SAR)
(+853)81119200
https://www.parisianmacao.com/macaurestaurants/brasserie.html
Cuisine: French traditionnal food
Wine list by Arnaud Echalier
Wine on list: 402 (21 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 55 - 198 MOP
By name and menu, Brasserie is French-inspired but like a
number of modern-day interpreters it chooses to look to the
wines of France and beyond for its wine list. It is not strictly
French in style but embraces the world from a Portuguese
Malvasia blend and German Riesling Kabinett to a Tuscan
Cabernet and Spanish Tempranillo. Big names, many familiar,
fill the pages although it is still possible to be surprised (a
Riverina sparkling, anyone!).

BRASSERIE FLO 🍷🍷

BREW (THE), KERRY HOTEL 🍷

福楼法餐厅

酿餐厅

No.18 Xiaoyun Lu, Chaoyang District, Beijing 100020
010-65955153
https://flo.cn
Cuisine: French
Wine list by Leon.Zhang
Wine on list: 257 (23 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 38 - 360 RMB
A list which concentrates on well-known quality producers, and
one which has cherry-picked the best wines from these makers.
Cloudy Bay, Tyrrell’s, Jadot, Chapoutier and their ilk are fine
examples. The list really comes to life when it reaches
Bordeaux, with fine choices at all levels.

1388 Hua Mu Road, Pudong, Shanghai 201204
0
https://www.shangri-la.com/shanghai/kerryhotelpudong/
Cuisine: Fusion Food
Wine list by Tyler Chen
Wine on list: 31 (16 by the glass)
Wine prices: $
By the glass: 60 - 100 RMB
This small bar has an appealing menu and focuses on the
presentation of its craft beers. With nine beers on tap and
available on a tasting paddle, there's a lot to like about Brew's
beverages. The wine list is tiny with most available by the
glass: it's an international selection of good quality that is
modestly priced.

BRUT! 🍷🍷

CAFE DE PARIS MONTE-CARLO, GALAXY
MACAU 🍷

1 Second Street, Sai Ying Pun, Hong Kong (and SAR)
85234605863
https://www.brut.com.hk
Cuisine: modern Hong Kong fusion
Wine list by Camille Lisette Glass
Wine on list: 30 (12 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 98 - 120 HKD
This is a tiny list, in a tiny 20 seat bar, but rarely do we find a
restaurant with such personality, such clear focus. Brut! is a
glorious find, and focusses on largely organic, biodynamic
producers and natural wines. If wines with personality paired
with creative plates are your style, then Brut! is for you. The
dark wood, moody textured walls and overall Parisian bar
vibes have definitely got us bumping this right up the must-see
list.

G003 Ground Floor Galaxy Macau, Cotai, Macau (and SAR)
85388832221
https://www.galaxymacau.com/en/dining/restaurants/cafe-deparis/
Cuisine: French
Wine list by Han Yew Kong
Wine on list: 21 (11 by the glass)
Wine prices: $
By the glass: 65 - 95 MOP
One of the smaller wine lists going, Cafe de Paris manages to
pack a whole lot of good drinking into just 21 wines. Here, you
will find a mix of organic, biodynamic and 'natural' style wines
from almost 10 wine regions across France at excellent prices.
This French-only listing boasts a mix of well-known wine
producers such as Vacheron, Trimbach and Francis Boulard
and some of the new wine brigade such as Domaine Boinet and
Cave d'Estezargues. The thoughtful choice of makers and wines
belies the list size.

CAFÉ GRAY DELUXE, THE MIDDLE HOUSE CALYPSO, JING AN SHANGRI-LA HOTEL
🍷🍷🍷
🍷🍷
No. 366 Shi Men Yi Road,, Jing'an District, Shanghai 200041
021-32168088
http://www.themiddlehousehotel.com
Cuisine: Modern European
Wine list by Feifei Liu
Wine on list: 338 (27 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 70 - 928 RMB

China's Wine List of the Year - Mainland China
Outstanding Sommelier - Mainland China (FeiFei
Liu)
Best Wine List - Eastern China
Best Wine Bar List
Award-winning sommelier Feifei Liu has compiled a brilliant
international list which is guaranteed to satisfy any discerning
wine lover. The selection is thoughtful and considered with a
mix of big names and lesser-known jewels. The use of Coravin
allows premium wines to be served by-the-glass, and there are
also some excellent 'wine flights' to try. Tasting notes are
available for the featured wines, and wines in the main list are
grouped by style to encourage exploration of different styles.

地中海餐厅
1218 Middle Yan'an Road, Jing An Kerry Center, West
Nanjing Road, Shanghai, 20040
862122038889
http://www.shangrila.com/shanghai/jinganshangrila/dining/restaurants/calypso/
Cuisine: Mediterranean dining
Wine list by King Wang
Wine on list: 410 (17 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 70 - 160 RMB
The focus of the restaurant, the Mediterranean lifestyle, is
reflected in the wine list. It has a strong Italian accent and
offers a blend of classic and modern French wines as well as
an impressive collection of appropriate whites and reds from
around the globe. There are luxury wines as well as bright,
well-priced, youthful drops from popular rising star
winemakers.

CANTON , THE VENETIAN MACAO RESORT CANTON DISCO, THE SHANGHAI EDITON
HOTEL AND CASINO 🍷🍷
🍷🍷🍷
喜粤
粤味
Estrada da Baía de N. Senhora da Esperança, Taipa, Macau
(and SAR) 999078
00853-81189930
https://www.venetianmacao.com/hotel/about-venetianmacao.html
Cuisine: Cantonese style
Wine list by Jimmy Valentine
Wine on list: 629 (11 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 60 - 138 MOP
This is an extensive international list which is strongest in the
red wines of France, Italy and the USA but offers good wines
from the world's most important producers. Bordeaux is the
standout region while Piedmont and Tuscany offer some of
their greatest wines. There's also plenty to like at reasonable
prices.

199 Nanjing Road East, Huangpu District, Shanghai 200002
+86(0)2153689999
https://www.editionhotels.com/shanghai/
Cuisine: Cantonese
Wine list by Delphin Duan
Wine on list: 323 (34 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 58 - 5200 RMB

Best New List
An elegant and prestigious wine list with an impressive spread
of international labels. Champagne, Burgundy and Bordeaux
are all highlights. There is also an impressive Italian listing,
and good representation from the US, Australia and New
Zealand. Great care has been taken with the selection of
vintage and producer.

CANTON SHANGHAI, GRAND HYATT
SHANGHAI 🍷

CAPITAL (THE), HONG KONG JOCKEY
CLUB BEIJING 🍷🍷

粤珍轩

No.68 Jinbao Street, Dongcheng District, Beijing 100005
861059118888
https://www.beijingclubhouse.com/en-US/index.aspx
Cuisine: Chinese and Western Private Dining
Wine list by Captain Wang
Wine on list: 350 (300 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 100 - 1000 RMB
A significant proportion of this list is devoted to an amazing
array of whiskies which will delight fans of this spirit. This then
extends across a range of other spirits, liqueurs, cognacs,
Chinese spirits and more, as well. A fine collection of
champagnes and then a focus on French wines, with a
sprinkling of gems, such as Giaconda, Vega Sicilia and Kistler.
The highlight of this list is the extensive Bordeaux offerings and
DRC.

Jin Mao Tower, 88 Century Avenue, Pudong, Shanghai 200121
862150491234
http://shanghai.grand.hyatt.com
Cuisine: Cantonese
Wine list by Steven Krasicki
Wine on list: 22 (50 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 55 - 180 RMB
Enjoy the Cantonese cuisine and views of the city skyline at this
up-scale restaurant. Although the wine list is small, it traverses
many different wine styles and origins, including a selection of
Chinese Baijiu. Iconic producers are dotted throughout.

CASA DON ALFONSO, GRAND LISBOA
HOTEL 🍷🍷🍷
當奧豐素1890意式料理
3/F, Grand Lisboa Hotel,Avenida de Lisboa, Macau, Macau
(and SAR) 999078
85388037722
https://www.grandlisboahotels.com/en/grandlisboa/dining/casadon-alfonso
Cuisine: Italian
Wine list by Paul Lo
Wine on list: 17000 (15 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 100 - 200 MOP
To take a wander through the 17,000-strong Don Alfonso wine
list is to enter a different wine world, one where your dream
wine and vintage can probably be found (alas, probably not at
a dream price), and to search out multiple vintages of the
world's most celebrated wines from France, Italy and beyond.
It can be exhaustive but those with the time and the money will
be in heaven. And unlike many lists, Don Alfonso takes dessert
just as seriously as aperitifs with 21 pages of fabulous dessert
wines to ponder before diners finally call it a night.

CATHAY ROOM (THE), FAIRMONT PEACE
HOTEL 🍷🍷
华懋阁
No.20 East Nanjing Road, Shanghai, 200002
2161386888
https://www.fairmont.com/peace-hotel-shanghai/dining/cathayroom/
Cuisine: French food
Wine list by Roy Duan
Wine on list: 179 (16 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 99 - 269 RMB
Impressive options for those keen to drink the local wines of
China. Good choices for larger formats available. A collection
of top-line champagne that ranks highly and while France rules
here, many other appealing selections. The array for ‘by the
glass’ will provide more than enough options for many.

CENTRO, KERRY HOTEL, BEIJING 🍷🍷
炫酷酒吧

CHIADO, HOLIDAY INN MACAO 🍷
希亞度

1 Guanghua Road, Chaoyang District, Beijing 100020
(8610)65618833
https://www.shangri-la.com/beijing/kerry/
Cuisine: International and Local
Wine list by Jacobs Zhang
Wine on list: 160 (24 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 88 - 258 RMB
A rather novel presentation for a fine list which leans to the
New World though has more than its share of classics, though
even they tend to be from the more interesting end of the vinous
spectrum – Robert Weil, Cuilleron, Grillet and Egon Muller,
for examples. From the New World, such excellent producers
as Henschke, Almaviva, Opus One and Clonakilla. Much to
enjoy here.

Level 2, At Sands Cotai Central, Macau, Macau (and SAR)
(853)81138988
https://www.sandscotaicentral.com/restaurants/western/chiado.
html
Cuisine: Contemporary Portuguese
Wine list by N/A
Wine on list: 118 (10 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 48 - 138 MOP
A new name on the Macao restaurant scene that has devoted its
wine list entirely to the wines of Portugal. It's a bold move and
one that is bound to please. The country's indigenous grape
varieties are showcased beautifully right across the list from
Alvarinho and Loureiro to superstars Touriga Nacional and the
Tinta family of reds. Styles tend towards youth and freshness
but there are some older gems to explore, too. And, of course,
the grand finale is an irresistible array of fortified wines. Some
diners might even be inclined to start their wine journey right
there.

CHINA GRILL, PARK HYATT BEIJING
🍷🍷🍷
北京亮

CHUN, MGM COTAI 🍷🍷🍷
淳

2 Jianguomenwai Street, Chaoyang District, Beijing 100022
861085671098
https://www.hyatt.com/en-US/hotel/china/park-hyattbeijing/beiph/dining
Cuisine: International
Wine list by Meiyu Li
Wine on list: 367 (21 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 115 - 200 RMB
When your ‘by the glass’ options include Vega Sicilia and John
Duval, every chance you have in your hands a list which will
prove exceptional. The use of Coravin confirms this. This is a
list compiled by a team of sommeliers who know their stuff.
Where there is deviation from the classic great vintages, it is
with wines who shone in those lesser years – a fine balance and
a class act. Comprehensively excellent.

Avenida da Nave Desportiva, Coloane-Taipa,, Cotai, Macau
(and SAR)
85388062388
https://www.mgm.mo/en/cotai/dining/chun
Cuisine: Cantonese
Wine list by Andy Tam
Wine on list: 14 (1188 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 78 - 170 MOP
Chun was founded just last year but has a huge advantage in
being able to source wines from the impressive and very large
MGM Cotai master wine list. All the big names of the wine
world can be found here including the famous MGM Private
Label 'Project 1812' wines created in partnership with top
makers. The listing covers the wide world of wine from Japan
and China to North and South America, Australasia, Europe
and South Africa. Spend time to discover the less than obvious
gems from smaller boutique makers and unique offerings such
as extensive Chinese teas and tea cocktails.

CLOUD 9, GRAND HYATT SHANGHAI 🍷
九重天

CLUB JIN MAO, GRAND HYATT SHANGHAI
🍷

Jin Mao Tower, 88 Century Avenue, Pudong, Shanghai 200121
862150491234
http://shanghai.grand.hyatt.com
Cuisine: Spanish Tapas and Bar
Wine list by Steven Krasicki
Wine on list: 22 (50 by the glass)
Wine prices: $
By the glass: 55 - 180 RMB
This Tapas bar has an international wine list with plenty of
modestly priced wines to delight its customers. There a good
balance of wines from established and emerging producers.
There is much to please experienced wine lovers.

金茂俱乐部

CONTINENTAL ROOM, OKURA GARDEN
HOTEL SHANGHAI 🍷

COOK (THE), KERRY HOTEL PUDONG
🍷🍷🍷

欧陆西餐厅

厨餐厅

58 Maoming Road (S.), Shanghai, 200030
86-21-64151111
https://www.okura-nikko.com/china/shanghai/okura-gardenhotel-shanghai/
Cuisine: French
Wine list by Liao Yinhua
Wine on list: 130 (10 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 90 - 120 RMB
The Continental Room's genuine enthusiasm for wine is evident
in this carefully curated wine list. There is a spectrum of
international styles with a focus on quality French wine.
Producer spotlights add to the charm, and there are some
innovative listings.

1388 Huamu Road, Pudong, Shanghai 201204
021-61698886
https://www.shangri-la.com/shanghai/kerryhotelpudong/
Cuisine: All Day Dining Buffet
Wine list by Tyler Chen
Wine on list: 300 (28 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 68 - 198 RMB
This impressive list is identical to the Meat. The outstanding
range by the glass is enhanced by its use of Coravin. Imagine
DRC and Lafite by the glass! Suggestions are also made
matching dishes to the wines. The list has wonderful breadth
and encompasses the great wine regions of France - Burgundy,
Bordeaux, Champagne, the Rhone - as well as many other
countries in Europe, the Americas, Australasia and South
Africa. There's an excellent collection of local wines, too.

Jin Mao Tower, 88 Century Avenue, Pudong, Shanghai 200121
862150491234
http://shanghai.grand.hyatt.com
Cuisine: Shanghainese
Wine list by Steven Krasicki
Wine on list: 22 (50 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 55 - 180 RMB
Enjoy the Shanghaiese cuisine and views of the city skyline at
this up-scale restaurant. Although the wine list is small, it
traverses many different wine styles and origins, including a
selection of Chinese Baijiu. Iconic producers are dotted
throughout.

COPA STEAKHOUSE, SANDS MACAU 🍷🍷🍷

COQUILLE SEAFOOD BISTRO 🍷🍷

Largo de Monte Carlo, No. 203, Macau, Macau (and SAR)
999078
85328883388
https://www.sandsmacao.com/
Cuisine: American
Wine list by Dennis Coronado / Caesar Dou
Wine on list: 359 (17 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 70 - 120 MOP
In a 359-strong wine list that covers a wide world of regions,
makers and styles, you are guaranteed to find something
extraordinary among some top drinking choices. With a menu
devoted to American steakhouse dishes, it makes good sense to
look to the American sections first and names such as Stag's
Leap, Cakebread Cellars, Far Niente, Ravenswood and
Chateau Montelena. Burgundy and Bordeaux are stand-out
regions with multiple vintages from big name Grand Crus and
First Growths. The selections from Italy and Portugal are
particularly impressive. Save the best for last with a choice of
Ports including Taylor's Vintage 1955.

壳里西餐厅

CPEARL 🍷

CPEARL OYSTER DINING 🍷

斯普汇生蚝海鲜餐厅

斯普汇生蚝餐厅

L1008，No.9 Wangjing St, Chaoyang District, Beijing 100027
18701196110
http://www.winelistoftheyear.cn/
Cuisine: Italian
Wine list by Louise Xu
Wine on list: 26 (3 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 49 - 69 RMB
A simple, colourful and fun list designed to go with a menu
equally colourful and fun. A smattering of well-known names
and good value offerings are found throughout. A list which is
ideal for this establishment, where the emphasis is on
enjoyment, not deep consideration of from which side of the hill
the grapes may hail.

No.14, Xinyuan st, Chaoyang District, Beijing 100027
021-57245886
http://www.winelistoftheyear.cn/
Cuisine: Italian
Wine list by Louise Xu
Wine on list: 42 (3 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 59 - 69 RMB
A wide ranging list which deliberately includes a number of
wines which are, as they say, oystertlicious', including
sauvignon blanc from favoured regions around the globe. Some
pleasing New World reds for those looking for something above
and beyond. Small but solid collection of champagnes.

No.29-31, Mengzi Road, Huangpu District, Shanghai 200023
021-33768127
http://www.coquille.com.cn/
Cuisine: French
Wine list by James Liu
Wine on list: 58 (9 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 68 - 108 RMB
A succinct and careful listing of quality wine to complement the
French-inspired seafood cuisine, including fresh, bright white
wines and aromatic reds. Though if you do prefer something
heavier, there is also a fine selection of Bordeaux to choose
from. The menu is adorned with inspiring quotes and
illustrations, which adds to the charm.

CUI RESTAURAUT 🍷

DAIICHI HOT POT 🍷

翠玲珑

大一海鲜火锅

No. 669 Wanxiang South Road, Chengdu High-tech Zone,
Chengdu, Sichuan 610041
028-86118888
http://www.winelistoftheyear.cn
Cuisine: Chinese & Western
Wine list by Wesley Shi Wei
Wine on list: 183 (15 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 55 - 258 RMB
This is an international list offering a smattering of quality
wines from around the globe at reasonable prices. France is a
standout with more depth than most. The list by the glass has
some good choices, and pleasingly offers an exceptional
Burgundy for those wishing to splurge. It is a list to satisfy all
tastes.

No. 418 Dagu Road, Shanghai, 200020
2153099819
http://www.winelistoftheyear.cn
Cuisine: Hot Pot
Wine list by Ze Li
Wine on list: 75 (0 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 0 - 0 RMB
A focused list dedicated to different styles of Japanese sake.

DINING ROOM HANGZHOU, PARK HYATT
HANGZHOU 🍷🍷

DUKES, THE LANGHAM, SHENZHEN 🍷🍷🍷
「爵廊」

悦轩

7888 Shennan Boulevard, Futian District, Shenzhen ,
Guangdong 518040
(86)075588289888
http://www.langhamhotels.com/en/the-langham/shenzhen/
Cuisine: Classic Continental
Wine list by Julia Zhu
Wine on list: 339 (22 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 75 - 220 RMB
Once again Duke's earns its three glass rating with offering a
comprehensive view of the world of wine. At its heart, the list is
organised alphabetically by grape varieties (and blends) and
then by countries. There's a good range of prices for the wines
by the glass and quality is such that they represented good
value. It's also an imaginative selection. There's a good range
of champagne and sparkling wines. The list includes some of
the finest wines from a great number of countries from around
the world - at fair prices.

1366 Qianjiang Road, Hangzhou, Zhejiang 310008
8657186961234
https://www.hyatt.com/en-US/hotel/china/park-hyatthangzhou/hanph
Cuisine: Hangzhou, Zhejiang and Cantonese
Wine list by Jeanson Yang
Wine on list: 160 (14 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 98 - 158 RMB
A classy list with a good cross-section of fine wine from around
the world. Vintages have been carefully considered, and there
is an excellent, varietal, and regional mix. Respected names
pepper the list, and there is a hearty set of a high-end Bordeaux
for classic wine fans.

DYNASTY 8, CONRAD HOTEL MACAO
🍷🍷🍷
朝

EIGHT (THE), GRAND LISBOA HOTEL
🍷🍷🍷
8 餐廳

Level 1, At Sands Cotai Central, Taipa, Macau (and SAR)
85381138920
https://www.sandscotaicentral.com/restaurants/chinese/dynasty
-8.html
Cuisine: High-End Chinese
Wine list by N/A
Wine on list: 468 (17 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 53 - 105 MOP
A fine dining experience awaits at Dynasty 8 complete with a
comprehensive and sophisticated wine list that covers a lot of
winery territory. Among the First Growth and Grand Cru gems
are hidden beauties such as a Greek Assyrtiko, a Marlborough
Pinot Noir

2/F, Grand Lisboa Hotel,Avenida de Lisboa, MACAU, Macau
(and SAR) 999078
85388037788
https://www.grandlisboahotels.com/en/grandlisboa/dining/the-8
Cuisine: Chinese
Wine list by Paul Lo
Wine on list: 17000 (15 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 140 - 380 MOP
A phenomenal, awe-inspiring list with 17000 bottles which
encompasses all the major wine styles of the world.
Extraordinary verticals of the world's most prestigious wines at
incredibly fair prices. It is one of the top wine lists of the world
and, like great wine, it improves and becomes more complex
and compelling with each passing year.

F. BISTRO (THE) 🍷🍷

FIFTY 8°GRILL, MANDARIN ORIENTAL
🍷🍷🍷
58°扒房

法国小酒馆
1 YunDang Rd., Bld.124 #102, Xiamen, Fujian 361000
0592-2281102
http://www.winelistoftheyear.cn
Cuisine: French Bistro
Wine list by WenFeng Zhang
Wine on list: 405 (26 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 58 - 328 RMB
The predominantly French list suits the cuisine of this fine
bistro. There's a larger range than usual of wines from regions
such as Alsace, the Loire, Beaujolais and so it's a
comprehensive view of country with many quality wines
available at fair prices. The great wines of Bordeaux,
Burgundy and the Rhone are also well represented as well as a
smattering from around the globe, too. There are plenty of
everyday drinking wines by the glass: the category has been
enhanced by Coravin and so older and rarer drops are on
offer.

Pudong South Road No.111, Pudong District, Shanghai 200120
021-20829888
https://www.mandarinoriental.com.cn/
Cuisine: French style
Wine list by James Wang
Wine on list: 400 (18 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 98 - 205 RMB
A classy international list peppered with benchmark wines and
iconic producers. The wine-by-the-glass listing is particularly
strong, with premium wines served via Coravin. Premier wine
regions have good representation, with the classic regions of
France and Italy a highlight.

FLAIR SHANGHAI, THE RITZ-CARLTON
SHANGHAI, PUDONG 🍷🍷

FLYING CATCH (THE), SHANGRI-LA
HOTEL, QINGDAO 🍷🍷

Shanghai IFC, 8 Century Avenue, Lujiazui, Pudong, Shanghai
200120
(8621)20201888
http://www.ritzcarlton.com/en/hotels/china/shanghaipudong/dining/flair
Cuisine: Southeast Asian
Wine list by Ernest Ye
Wine on list: 147 (15 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 95 - 190 RMB
A sophisticated listing of premier wines with a high-end
collection of Bordeaux and Burgundy. Champagne is another
highlight, as is the extensive cocktail selection. The spirit
selection is particularly impressive.

鱼跃地中海餐厅

FLYING ELK (THE) 🍷

FOOK LAM MOON , GALAXY MACAU
🍷🍷🍷
福臨門

32 Wyndham Street, Central, Hong Kong (and SAR)
28983788
http://theflyingelk.com/hk/
Cuisine: Nordic
Wine list by Marie-Paule Herman
Wine on list: 121 (23 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 100 - 160 HKD
Opened in 2018, The Flying Elk brings the aromas and
flavours of Nordic-inspired food - and beer and spirits - to
Hong Kong. Alas, no Nordic wines feature (and yes, there are
vineyards in Scandinavia), instead the emphasis is on ready-todrink styles from some of the world's greatest wine interpreters,
but there's also room for the odd surprise or three. Wines by
the glass selection is full of opportunities to try everything from
Lebanon's Chateau Musar and Burgundy's Chave to New
Zealand's Greywacke.

No.9 Xianggang Middle Road, Qingdao, Shandong 266071
8653283883838
https://www.shangri-la.com/en/qingdao/shangrila/
Cuisine: Mediterranean
Wine list by Lu Yang/Monica Lu
Wine on list: 115 (15 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 48 - 168 RMB
Any list which devotes a separate section to DRC promises that
diners are in for a treat. And so it proves. The Bordeaux
collection is nearly as impressive and ‘by the glass’ ranges far
and wide. Reds definitely take pride of place. A fine collection.

2008 2nd Floor Galaxy Macau, Cotai, Macau (and SAR)
85388832221
https://www.galaxymacau.com/cn/dining/restaurants/fook-lammoon/
Cuisine: CHINESE
Wine list by Han Yew Kong
Wine on list: 902 (25 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 85 - 380 MOP
With the considerable Galaxy wine resources at its disposal,
Fook Lam Moon dives in at the deep end with a super
impressive wine list that includes some of the great wines of the
world. But while it is possible to enjoy a 1982 Chateau Petrus
or a 1961 Chateau Haut Brion, the list is also about
broadening your wine horizons and exploring some lesserknown regions and grape varieties. Maybe a Melon de
Bourgogne from the Loire, Austrian Gruner Veltliner or
Portuguese syrah. This is also an ideal opportunity for many to
learn more about Chinese red wines with a number of quality
makers offered.

FORTY8 RESTAURANT & BAR, PARK
HYATT HANGZHOU 🍷🍷
潮餐厅和酒吧
Qianjiang Road, 1366#, Hangzhou, Zhejiang 310008
571
https://www.hyatt.com/en-US/hotel/china/park-hyatthangzhou/hanph
Cuisine: Fusion Restaurant/Chinese and Italians
Wine list by Jeanson Yang
Wine on list: 160 (14 by the glass)
Wine prices: 0
By the glass: 98 - 158 RMB
A classy list with a good cross-section of fine wine from around
the world. Vintages have been carefully considered, and there
is an excellent, varietal, and regional mix. Respected names
pepper the list, and there is a hearty set of a high-end Bordeaux
for classic wine fans.

FRASCA, THE MIDDLE HOUSE 🍷🍷🍷
No. 366 Shi Men Yi Road,, Jing'an District, Shanghai 200041
021-32168168
http://www.themiddlehousehotel.com/en/
Cuisine: Traditional Italian
Wine list by Feifei Liu
Wine on list: 128 (21 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 75 - 368 RMB
A slick Italian list which is in perfect tune with the regional
culinary flavours of Italy. It is a medium-sized collection with a
high level of curation. Taste your way through the vineyards of
northern and southern Italy and be delighted with the range
and quality of the producers on offer.

FRANCIS 🍷
4 & 6 St Francis St, Wanchai, Hong Kong (and SAR)
85231019521
https://www.francis.com.hk
Cuisine: Israeli & Middle Eastern
Wine list by Simone Sammuri
Wine on list: 42 (16 by the glass)
Wine prices: $
By the glass: 80 - 130 HKD
This delightful Middle Eastern restaurant has a carefully
constructed tiny wine list from around the globe. For
authenticity and to match the cuisine, there are a small number
of wines from the Lebanon. The wines on the list tend to be
from emerging producers of quality and so it's a place to be
brave and launch into the unknown. Given this, the choice of
varieties and wine styles will suit most tastes. Prices are
modest.

G RESTAURANT & BAR, GRAND HYATT
GUANGZHOU 🍷🍷
12 Zhujiang W. Rd,Pearl River New City, Tianhe District,,
Guangzhou, Guangdong 510623
15992423273
https://www.hyatt.com/en-US/hotel/china/grand-hyattguangzhou/guagh
Cuisine: Steak House
Wine list by N/A
Wine on list: 150 (18 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 45 - 200 RMB
Three champagnes by the glass is the sign of a serious list - and
so it is; whether you are looking for a well-priced quality wine
by the glass, a heavy hitter's joy such as Haut-Brion, Palmer,
Cheval Blanc or Petrus; a superstar like Opus One or Penfolds
Grange, you won't be disappointed. The range around the
world encompasses Chile, the Czech Republic, South Africa
and more familiar European regions. A compact, quality list.

GADDIS, THE PENINSULA HONG KONG
🍷🍷

GL CAFÉ, GL HOTEL 🍷
聚咖啡

Salisbury Road, Kowloon, Hong Kong (and SAR)
85226966763
https://www.peninsula.com/en/hong-kong/hotel-finedining/gaddis-french-restaurant?gclid=EAIaIQobChMIviu1pLF4gIVk6yWCh3luAnVEAAYASAAEgJFNvD_BwE&gc
lsrc=aw.ds
Cuisine: French
Wine list by Bojan Radulovic
Wine on list: 459 (38 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 130 - 0 HKD
Still going strong in its 66th year, Gaddis continues to offer its
own idiosyncratic view of the world of wine. Work your way
through a comprehensive range of signature and classic
cocktails, an equally arresting selection of whiskies - including
three quality whisky flights - and spirits of the world until you
arrive at the main wine listing. The Peninsula Labels are a
series of joint ventures with leading producers worth checking
out. Champagne, Burgundy, Bordeaux, the Rhone, the US and
Italian reds shine. The adventurous will appreciate a taste
through the Swiss selection.

No.26 Liangfeng Road, Guilin, Guangxi 541006
8615878349989
http://www.winelistoftheyear.cn/
Cuisine: Continental
Wine list by Martin Qin
Wine on list: 175 (3 by the glass)
Wine prices: $
By the glass: 48 - 48 RMB
This is a small international list that is well-priced and extends
to many countries around the world. The list by the glass is tiny
and added to by two 187ml bottles. There are bubblies from
Champagne, country France, Italy, Spain and China and wines
from countries such as Switzerland, Austria, Chile, Argentina
and South Africa. The quality is good and there are plenty of
budget-priced whites and reds.

GOLDEN COURT , SANDS MACAU 🍷🍷🍷

GOSTO, GALAXY MCAU 🍷🍷🍷

Largo de Monte Carlo, No. 203 Macau, Macau, Macau (and
SAR) 999078
85328883388
https://www.sandsmacao.com/
Cuisine: Chinese
Wine list by Dennis Coronado / Caesar Dou
Wine on list: 359 (17 by the glass)
Wine prices: 0
By the glass: 70 - 120 MOP
As part of the Sands Macau, Golden Court enjoys access to the
group's impressive master wine list and shares a near identical
listing with sister restaurant, Copa Steakhouse. In a 359-strong
wine list that covers a wide world of regions , makers and
styles, you are guaranteed to find something extraordinary
among some top drinking choices.

葡轩
G011 Ground Floor Galaxy Macau, Cotai, Macau (and SAR)
85388832221
https://www.galaxymacau.com/cn/dining/restaurants/gosto/
Cuisine: Western, Macanese, Portugese
Wine list by Han Yew Kong
Wine on list: 902 (25 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 85 - 380 MOP
The wine brief is to match Gosto's Western-MacanesePortuguese cuisine. Not an easy task and one that is taken up
with gusto at Gosto. The wine world opens its doors from
Australian Chardonnay to Chilean Sauvignon Blanc,
Beaujolais (so versatile at food matching) to aged Italian
Nebbiolos and everything in between, with Gosto is eager to
explore the possibilities. You have to applaud a list that on the
one hand offers Chateau Margaux from 1978 to 2008 and
Paolo Scavino Barolo from 1988 to 2010 and is still capable of
surprising with emerging superstars such as Donnafugata,
Burn Cottage and closer to home, Helan Qing Xue.

GRAND BUFFET (THE) 🍷🍷
自助山

GRAND CAFÉ, GRAND HYATT SHANGHAI
🍷

62/F, Hopewell Centre, 183 Queen’s Road East, Wan Chai,
Hong Kong (and SAR)
25060888
http://thegrandbuffet.hk
Cuisine: International Buffet
Wine list by Felix Ho
Wine on list: 350 (60 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 60 - 485 MOP
Decisions, decisions, decisions . . . to peruse the main list
featuring 350 wines from around the world, an attractive
proposition, or head straight to the Wines By The Glass section
and the chance to explore 60 wines by a range of pours or
tastes? It's the kind of choice every diner will face at The
Grand Buffet but either wine route chosen will be pleasurable.
Devoted largely to classic styles and cult or iconic winemakers
all the big names are here, but look closer and there are some
unassuming gems, too.

咖啡厅

GRILL 58, MGM COTAI 🍷🍷🍷
盛焰

GRILL 79, CHINA WORLD SUMMIT WING
🍷🍷🍷

Avenida da Nave Desportiva, Coloane-Taipa GM, Cotai,
Macau (and SAR)
(853)88062318
https://www.mgm.mo/en/cotai/dining/grill-58
Cuisine: Grill & Teppanyaki
Wine list by Andy Tam
Wine on list: 1188 (14 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 72 - 170 MOP
With the exception of the Wines by the Glass and the extensive
tea list, this is identical to Chun in the same MGM hotel. Grill
58 is able to source wines from the impressive and very large
MGM Cotai master wine list. All the big names of the wine
world can be found here including the famous MGM Private
Label 'Project 1812' wines created in partnership with top
makers. The listing covers the wide world of wine from Japan
and China to North and South America, Australasia, Europe
and South Africa. Spend time to discover the less than obvious
gems from smaller boutique makers.

国贸79

Jin Mao Tower, 88 Century Avenue, Pudong, Shanghai 200121
862150491234
http://shanghai.grand.hyatt.com
Cuisine: all-day dining - International
Wine list by Steven Krasicki
Wine on list: 22 (50 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 55 - 180 RMB
A compact wine list that traverses many different wine styles
and origins, including a selection of Chinese Baijiu. Iconic
producers are dotted throughout.

No.1 Jianguomenwai Avenue, Beijing, 10006
86/010/65052299
https://www.shangri-la.com/beijing/chinaworldsummitwing/
Cuisine: Grill
Wine list by Bruce Li
Wine on list: 715 (15 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 110 - 280 RMB
An extensive list which kicks off with a fine collection, by the
glass, which will appeal to those looking for big names.
Extensive array of champagnes and great to see the attention
paid to local Chinese wines. A very fine list with a French
focus. Amazing collection of DRC.

GUI HUA LOU, SHANGRI-LA PUDONG
EAST SHANGHAI 🍷🍷🍷
桂花楼
33 Fu Cheng Road, Pudong District, Shanghai 200120
862168828888
https://www.shangri-la.com/en/shanghai/pudongshangrila/
Cuisine: Chinese Restaurant
Wine list by Gerard Liao
Wine on list: 142 (8 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 75 - 198 RMB
This is a small, carefully chosen international list that has
breadth of scope around the world, enough of the great wines
of the world to delight those who wish to splurge while those
looking for more modestly priced wines will find good value.
An impressive collection of the wines of China and a wonderful
array of Chinese teas.

HENKES 🍷
Reel Shanghai Department Store,1E, 1601 Nanjing Xi Lu (
near Changde Lu), Shanghai, 200040
862132530889
http://www.mrwillis.com.cn
Cuisine: mediterranean
Wine list by Max Haahr
Wine on list: 99 (9 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 55 - 95 RMB
There are plenty of fascinating wines to experiment with on this
compact international list. There is good representation from
France and Italy plus a number of labels from the new world
including Australia, Argentina, New Zealand and the US.
Koshu, grüner veltliner and carmenère add pleasing varietal
diversity. And if looking for something complex and layered,
the Deep Woods Estate Reserve Chardonnay would be a great
choice.

HAKKASAN SHANGHAI 🍷🍷🍷
Bund 18, 5F, 18 Zhongshan Dong Yi Lu, Shanghai, 200000
862163219188
https://hakkasan.com/shanghai/
Cuisine: Modern Cantonese
Wine list by Felix Zhang
Wine on list: 441 (26 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 86 - 355 RMB

Best Wines by the Glass List
Best Listing of New Zealand Wines
Best Chinese Restaurant List
An outstanding list which takes the diner on a vinous discovery
tour of different styles and labels. The selection is careful and
deliberate with wines chosen for their inherent quality as well
as their compatibility with the modern Cantonese food. Wines
are astutely arranged by style. It is a perfect mix of prestigious
names and contemporary stars.

HIYA, THE SHANGHAI EDITION 🍷🍷
日矢
199 Nanjing Road East, Huangpu District, Shanghai 200002
+86(0)2153689999
https://www.editionhotels.com/shanghai/
Cuisine: Japanese
Wine list by Delphin Duan
Wine on list: 264 (28 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 87 - 598 RMB
This is a beautifully presented international list with a major
focus on France yet covering Europe, Australasia, the USA
while showcase the local industry admirably. There is a
pleasing breadth in its coverage of the world of wine alongside
a jaw-dropping array of sake.

HOUSE OF ROOSEVELT (THE), THE HOUSE IL RISTORANTE, THE BULGARI HOTEL
OF ROOSEVELT 🍷🍷🍷
BEIJING 🍷🍷🍷
Building 2 Courtyard, No 8 Xinyuan South Road,, Chaoyang
ROOSEVELT CLUB
No. 27 Zhongshan Dong Yi Road (27 Bund), Shanghai, 200002
(86)21-2322-0888
http://27bund.com/
Cuisine: European
Wine list by GuangMing Fan
Wine on list: 1328 (30 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 102 - 178 RMB

Best Sparkling Wine List
Best Listing of Australian Wines
Hall of Famer as a former Winner, still with a stunning worldclass list. The quality is impeccable throughout and with very
good wines by the glass at reasonable prices. It has an amazing
champagne collection with growers offerings as well as those
from a plethora of the great houses of the region. It has a vast
international range (reaching as far as Brazil and Canada)
with its breadth shown by significant numbers of wines from
important regions in countries like Germany, Spain and Italy.
There is tremendous depth in France with numerous verticals
of the best of Bordeaux. Impressive representation, too, of
Californian cabernets, Piedmont nebbiolo, Super Tuscans and
much more. Remarkable.

District, Beijing 100020
(010)85558555
https://www.bulgarihotels.com/en_US/beijing
Cuisine: Italian
Wine list by Michael Tao
Wine on list: 390 (31 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 104 - 1035 RMB

Best Wine List - Northern China
The use of Coravin immediately speaks of an establishment
determined to protect their wine and serve it in the best
possible condition to clients. The superb array of wines
confirms their dedication to the best. A thrilling offering of
prestige champagnes by the glass is just the cherry on top. This
is a brilliant list, strongly Italian but with wonderful
champagnes and selections from all around the wine-world.
Comprehensive spirits list rounds out one of the best.

IMPERIAL COURT MGM MACAU, MGM
MACAU 🍷🍷🍷

INFINITE LUCK, WALDORF ASTORIA
CHENGDU 🍷🍷

Avenida Dr. Sun Yat Sen, Macau, Macau (and SAR) 519020
(853)88028888
https://www.mgm.mo/
Cuisine: Chinese
Wine list by David Chang
Wine on list: 2000 (13 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 65 - 330 MOP
This list is identical with that of Les Beaux Arts except for its
wines by the glass. It is an outstanding collection of the great
wines of the world especially of France's finest: Burgundy,
Bordeaux, Champagne, the Rhone. There are verticals of the
top wines of these regions in many cases stretching back for
decades. Those interested in biodynamic and organic wines
will find listings of the most famous examples such as Comtes
Lafon and Felton Road. The most significant wines of countries
such as Italy, Spain, Portugal, the USA, Australia and New
Zealand are also featured.

运 中餐厅
No.1199, Tianfu Avenue North, Hi-Tech Area, Chengdu,
Sichuan 610000
028-88881199
https://waldorfastoria3.hilton.com/en/hotels/china/waldorfastoria-chengdu-CTUWAWA/index.html
Cuisine: Cantonese & Sichuan
Wine list by Colin LI
Wine on list: 141 (19 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 98 - 178 RMB
Head Sommelier, Colin Li, ha placed a real emphasis on ornate
cocktails and an excellent collection of spirits, especially
whiskies. He has supported this with a fine array of wines.
Australia is well represented with producers like Tolpuddle, By
Farr and Woodlands while European selections are from the
more traditional names like Trimbach, Guigal, Gaja, Jadot and
Masi.

JADE ON 36, SHANGRI-LA PUDONG EAST
SHANGHAI 🍷🍷🍷
翡翠36
33 Fu Cheng Road, Pudong District, Shanghai 200120
862168828888
https://www.shangri-la.com/en/shanghai/pudongshangrila/
Cuisine: French
Wine list by Gerard Liao
Wine on list: 480 (12 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 75 - 200 RMB
This is a strong international list with an impressive range of
champagne as well as a classic French collection. Italy is well
represented as are Spanish reds. There is breadth in the
representation of most of the major wine producers from
around the world. Wines by the glass are notable for their
bottle age. A better representation of the wines of China than
most.

JIA, NUO HOTEL BEIJING 🍷
禾家中餐厅
2A Jiangtai Road, Chaoyang District, Beijing 100016
861059268888
https://www.nuohotel.com/
Cuisine: Cantonese & Huai'an
Wine list by Michael Tan
Wine on list: 180 (13 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$-$$$
By the glass: 90 - 180 RMB
Jia, at the Nuo Hotel in Beijing presents a highly curated and
precise list of wines. The fine dining on offer in the restaurant
is augmented by the international selection of wines. We were
very happy to see the Chinese wines available on the list,
alongside names such as Tignanello, Haut-Brion, Chapoutier
and Pontet Canet to name but a few. There is also a
tremendous selection of Chinese liquor to help wrap up the
night.

JEAN GEORGES SHANGHAI, THREE ON THE
BUND 🍷🍷🍷
4F, No. 3 Zhong Shan Dong Yi Road, Shanghai, 200002
862163217733
http://www.threeonthebund.com/dining.php?concept_id=1
Cuisine: French
Wine list by Howard Sheng
Wine on list: 988 (16 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 78 - 498 RMB
This three glass list earns its rating with an impressive range of
classic wines from the top wine producing countries around the
globe - displaying a boldness in its breadth of choice. There is
a thoughtful and imaginative listing by the glass, an extremely
good champagne collection and a balance of established
superstars and emerging producers. China is given due
attention.

JIN SHA, FOUR SEASONS HOTEL
HANGZHOU AT WEST LAKE 🍷🍷🍷
金沙厅
5 Lingyin Road, Hangzhou, Zhejiang 310013
86(571)8113-5188
https://www.fourseasons.com/hangzhou/dining/
Cuisine: Zhejiang and Cantonese
Wine list by Simon Li
Wine on list: 289 (27 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 120 - 1460 RMB
There's a lot to like about Jin Sha's list which begins with
individual wines suggested for seven dishes on the menu: then
stunning premium wines by the glass and quality wines by the
glass at more modest prices. It's an extraordinarily thoughtfully
presented champagne list with Rosés and Blanc de Blancs
followed by Terroir Champagne, Single Vineyard, Single
Village and Grower Champagnes. It's an international
collection with breadth rather than depth and a decent
representation of China's wines.

JIN XUAN, THE RITZ CARLTON SHANGHAI
PUDONG 🍷🍷🍷

JING BAR, THE TEMPLE HOUSE 🍷🍷
井酒吧

金轩

No.81 Bitieshi Street, Jinjiang District, Chengdu, Sichuan
610021
8602866369999
https://www.thetemplehousehotel.com/en/default
Cuisine: Bar & Western Snacks
Wine list by Cassie Hu
Wine on list: 200 (16 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 85 - 175 RMB

Shanghai IFC, 8 Century Avenue, Lujiazui,, Pudong, Shanghai
200120
(8621)20201768
http://www.ritzcarlton.com/en/hotels/china/shanghaipudong/dining/jin-xuan
Cuisine: Cantonese
Wine list by Ernest Ye
Wine on list: 410 (29 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 100 - 2400 RMB
This is an impressive international list, identical in most ways
to its neighbour Scena, except for adjustments made to
accommodate its Cantonese food . It is strong in champagne
and the classic wines of France and Italy. There is an
admirable range of table wines from many other parts of the
world. Many price points are covered in the list by the glass
which is enhanced by the use of Coravin to ensure these wines
are served in ideal condition.

Best Digestif List
Best Cocktail List
The all-encompassing Sommelier Selections throughout this list
speak to the hard work and care which has been put into this
list. The real excitement, and great value gems, are amongst
the Italians, notably wines like Turriga and Biondi Santi. All
spirits are extensively covered, but pay particular attention to
the gins and rums.

JINSER, CONRAD HANGZHOU 🍷🍷

JOHN ANTHONY 🍷

锦瑟

Basement Level, Lee Garden Three, 1 Sunning Road,
Causeway Bay, Hong Kong (and SAR)
85228983788
http://johnanthony.hk
Cuisine: Cantonese Grill & Dim Sum
Wine list by Marie-Paule Herman / Neil Claudio Simon
Wine on list: 145 (14 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 90 - 140 HKD
Founded just last year, John Anthony arrives on the Hong
Kong food and wine scene with a strong sustainable philosophy
which is promoted strongly on the wine list with the denotation
of organic, biodynamic and sustainable wines, Start with an inhouse gin distillation, maybe the tangerine and
chrysanthemum, and consider a list that is finely-tuned with
small producers.

No 228 Xinye Road, Hangzhou, Zhejiang
57189898888
http://conrad.hilton.com.cn/zh-cn/hotel/hangzhou/conradhangzhou-HGHFRCI/index.html
Cuisine: Bar Snacks
Wine list by John Wang
Wine on list: 155 (21 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 78 - 1100 RMB
At night time the Jin tearoom on the 26th floor of the Conrad
Hotel Hangzhou become a classy bar with amazing views of the
city and the Qian Jiang River. The wine list is the Conrad's
Master and so balances budget-priced quaffers with a selection
of impressive wines from around the globe. The cocktails and
the spirits are first class.

JUNON 🍷
仙后餐廳

KANPAI CLASSIC 🍷
老乾杯

2/F Wu Chung House, ,213 Queen's Road East, Wan Chai,
Hong Kong (and SAR)
85228080882
https://junon.com.hk/
Cuisine: French
Wine list by Ricky Li
Wine on list: 100 (9 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 120 - 190 HKD
A modest 100-wine listing from a new Hong Kong eatery which
delivers a mostly-French wine selection in keeping with its
French cuisine. It's a fresh and young group of wines, priced to
please and offering a delightful vinous adventure from Alsatian
Riesling, a smart Vouvray and striking Rhone Valley Marsanne
to a range of Burgundy charmers and top-end Bordeaux
houses. To learn more about the list head to the Sommelier
Selection which allows the sommelier a little more freedom of
expression and is complemented with tasting notes.

5F No.20 The Bund 5 Guang Dong Road, Huangpu District,
Shanghai 200002
+86-21-6340-0767
http://www.winelistoftheyear.cn/
Cuisine: Japanese Yakiniku & fusion
Wine list by LUO
Wine on list: 118 (11 by the glass)
Wine prices: $
By the glass: 68 - 108 RMB
Kanpai Classic has an internationally focussed wine list that
includes many of the great houses around the world. The
Champagne selection is focussed largely on exciting growers
and the main list includes not only an interesting selection of
producers, but varieties as well. Well worth mentioning is the
collection of Japanese whiskies and sake available here, some
of them difficult to obtain outside of Japan.

KITCHEN (THE), GRAND LISBOA HOTEL
🍷🍷🍷
大廚

KOBACHI, GRAND HYATT SHANGHAI 0
日珍

3/F, Grand Lisboa Hotel,Avenida de Lisboa, Macau, Macau
(and SAR) 999078
85388037777
https://www.grandlisboahotels.com/en/grandlisboa/dining/thekitchen
Cuisine: Steakhouse
Wine list by Paul Lo
Wine on list: 17000 (16 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$-$$$
By the glass: 160 - 240 MOP
The Kitchen at The Grand Hotel Lisboa in Macau is one of
eight dining venues within the hotel, and is a Michelin star
steakhouse. The Hotel has a jaw droppingly expansive wine
cellar. The vast majority of great wineries (globally) are
represented here. This is an exceptional selection, and
overwhelming in its gargantuan offering of 17,000 labels.

Jin Mao Tower, 88 Century Avenue, Pudong, Shanghai 200121
862150491234
http://shanghai.grand.hyatt.com
Cuisine: Japanese
Wine list by Steven Krasicki
Wine on list: 22 (50 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 55 - 180 RMB
Japanese restaurant Kobachi at the Grand Hyatt has all of the
usual superstar winemakers listed from Italy and France, but
also includes some less commonly seen names such as
Cardinale, from the United States, Leeuwin Estate from
Western Australia and a decent selection of Chinese wines.
Wonderful to see on a Chinese list. Saving some of the best till
last, Kobachi has a fantastic selection of Japanese sake, shochu
and whiskey.

LA CAVE, ABERDEEN MARINA CLUB
🍷🍷🍷
8 Shum Wan Road, Aberdeen, Hong Kong (and SAR)
(852)25558321
http://www.aberdeenmarinaclub.com
Cuisine: Tapas
Wine list by Alan, Tse Chi Heng
Wine on list: 672 (52 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 60 - 380 HKD

Best Club List
There is so much to like and applaud in this wine list. The
number of wines by the glass and the quality of those wines
which includes names such as J.J. Prum, Figeac, Chateau
Musar, Guigal and Antinori, all at reasonable prices, means
many diners will be happy to go no further into the list. That
would be a shame. There is plenty to discover on this list and
it's not just about the big French names, with its tapas theme
look to the Spanish reds for some exciting matches, particularly
from Priorat, Rioja and Toro.

LA CHINE, THE PARISIAN MACAO 🍷🍷
巴黎轩
Lvl 6, The Parisian Macao, Estrada do Istmo, Lote 3, Macau,
Macau (and SAR)
(+853)81119210
https://www.parisianmacao.com/macau-restaurants.html
Cuisine: Chinese
Wine list by Arnaud Echalier
Wine on list: 402 (17 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 50 - 175 MOP
One moment this extensive wine list is employed to match
Chinese food (La Chine) and the next it is presented with an
international buffet (Le Buffet Parisian). It is versatile enough
to do both cuisines proud. International in nature, the wine
selection covers Old and New World varieties and producer
styles with attractive, bright medium-bodied wines by the glass,
impressive array of Champagnes from the major houses
complemented nicely by some quiet, underrated white stars
from France and Portugal. Then comes the grand finale of
seriously-good Bordeaux Cabernets, amongst others, and Port
and single malts to close. What more could you ask for?

LA STRADA 🍷

LABELLA WINE HOUSE 🍷

3/F, Anfu Lu 195, near Wulumuqi Lu,, Shanghai, 200040
5404100
http://www.mrwillis.com.cn
Cuisine: Italian
Wine list by Max Haahr
Wine on list: 28 (5 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 50 - 60 RMB
La Strada Pizzeria has a compact little list that is well matched
to the Italian food on offer. Wines are largely cheap and
cheerful. The restaurant boasts an impressive selection of
drinks other than wine, including teas, coffees, spirits,
cocktails, beers, juices and house-made lime lemonade.

上海流音商贸有限公司
271 Fuxing West Road, Xuhui District, Shanghai 200000
021-34612864
http://www.winelistoftheyear.cn
Cuisine: Western-Style Snacks
Wine list by Marc de Boos-Smith
Wine on list: 118 (10 by the glass)
Wine prices: $-$$
By the glass: 60 - 80 RMB
Labella Wine House is a cosy neighbourhood wine bar offering
a compact and accessible list of international wines. Featuring
producers from Champagne, Burgundy, Bordeaux, the Rhone
Valley, Italy, Spain, Argentina, South Africa, Australia, New
Zealand and more, this list surely has something for everyone.
There's a decent spirit selection for those chasing a nightcap.

LABREZZA, THE ST. REGIS ZHUHAI 🍷🍷🍷 LAGO BY JULIAN SERRANO, BELLAGIO
No. 1663 Yinwan Road Wanzai, Xiangzhou District, Zhuhai,
SHANGHAI 🍷🍷
Guangdong 519000
867562999888
http://www.stregiszhuhai.com
Cuisine: Southern Italian
Wine list by Thomas Pan
Wine on list: 406 (11 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 60 - 100 RMB
This Italian restaurant in the St Regis, Zhuhai has a carefully
curated list. There's a good range of bubbly from Champagne,
Italy and Spain; sustainable, organic and biodynamic wines
from around the world; plenty of European wines yet with Italy
dominating. There's a good collection of French reds; a focus
on Gaja as a highlight of the Italian reds; and an impressive
range of reds from China.

No. 188 Beisuzhou Road, Hongkou District, Shanghai 200080
2136806777
https://www.dytmgm.com/en/
Cuisine: Italian
Wine list by Kerry Qin
Wine on list: 280 (24 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$-$$$
By the glass: 78 - 358 RMB
A wonderful list of international producers, featuring many of
the greats globally. Despite being an Italian restaurant, Lago
offers a wide selection of wines from all across Europe,
America, Australia, South America, South Africa and of course,
China. Coravin is offered by the glass, which broadens the
scope of what to drink. Do not miss the German rieslings with
raw seafood starters, nor the opportunity to sip bubbles on the
Lago Bubble Terrace, every Friday - Sunday.

LAI HEEN, THE RITZ-CARLTON MACAU
🍷🍷
麗軒

LAS TAPAS BIYUN 🍷

51/F, Estrada da Baia da Nossa Senhora da Esperanca, Cotai,
Macau (and SAR)
88866710
https://www.galaxymacau.com/en/hotels/the-ritz-carlton/
Cuisine: Chinese Fine Dining
Wine list by Yu Yinhua
Wine on list: 346 (18 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 98 - 598 MOP
Lai Heen upholds the well-known prestigious reputation of the
Ritz-Carlton with this premium wine list. Certainly this is a
comprehensive and delicately selected list of wines from
around the world. There is an overwhelming emphasis on
premium wines, and the list leaves no veritable stone unturned
when it comes to this star-studded line-up; Haut-Brion, DRC,
Latour, Le Pin, Petrus, Hill of Grace and Ornellaia to name
just a few.

Lane 259 Hong Feng Lu, Pudong District, Shanghai 201206
86+2133821686
http://www.tapasgroup.com.cn/
Cuisine: Spanish Tapas
Wine list by Joey Ding
Wine on list: 45 (7 by the glass)
Wine prices: $-$$
By the glass: 40 - 80 RMB

Best Listing of Spanish Wines
Las Tapas offers a wine list that is largely Spanish, and
certainly tapas friendly wines. There is Tempranillo, Garnacha,
Malvasia, Verdejo, Cava, and everything in between. Also
featured are wines from Australia, Germany, New Zealand and
Italy, although these are certainly in the minority. For those
looking for a drink that is not wine, Las Tapas has a strong
offering of spirits, cocktails, mocktails and beer.

LAS TAPAS HONG MEI 🍷

LAS TAPAS SINAN 🍷

Building 33-34, Lane 3338 HongMei Lu, Min Hang District,
Shanghai 201206
86+2133821686
http://www.tapasgroup.com.cn/
Cuisine: Spanish Tapas
Wine list by Joey Ding
Wine on list: 45 (7 by the glass)
Wine prices: $-$$
By the glass: 40 - 80 RMB
Las Tapas offers a wine list that is largely Spanish, and
certainly tapas friendly wines. There is Tempranillo, Garnacha,
Malvasia, Verdejo, Cava, and everything in between. Also
featured are wines from Australia, Germany, New Zealand and
Italy, although these are certainly in the minority. For those
looking for a drink that is not wine, Las Tapas has a strong
offering of spirits, cocktails, mocktails and beer.

Building 32, Lane 45 Sinan Lu, Huangpu District, Shanghai
201206
86+2133821686
http://www.tapasgroup.com.cn
Cuisine: Spanish Tapas
Wine list by Joey Ding
Wine on list: 45 (7 by the glass)
Wine prices: $-$$
By the glass: 40 - 80 RMB
Las Tapas offers a wine list that is largely Spanish, and
certainly tapas friendly wines. There is Tempranillo, Garnacha,
Malvasia, Verdejo, Cava, and everything in between. Also
featured are wines from Australia, Germany, New Zealand and
Italy, although these are certainly in the minority. For those
looking for a drink that is not wine, Las Tapas has a strong
offering of spirits, cocktails, mocktails and beer.

L'ATELIER DE JOËL ROBUCHON HONG
KONG 🍷🍷🍷

L'ATELIER DE JOEL ROBUCHON
SHANGHAI 🍷🍷🍷

Shop 401, 4/F, Landmark Atrium, 15 Queen’s Road, Central,
Hong Kong (and SAR)
21669000
http://www.robuchon.hk
Cuisine: French
Wine list by Felix Ho
Wine on list: 3400 (19 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 195 - 485 HKD
By any reckoning this is a stunningly comprehensive wine
listing attuned to the great wine producers of the world. For
those who wish to indulge in their greatest wine drinking
fantasies, begin here with open access to the Dom Perignon
Enotheque Vintage collection back to 1959, among a host of
top Champagnes. Multiple vintages and single vineyard stars
from all the brightest stars of Burgundy, Bordeaux, Rhone
Valley, California, Piedmont, Ribera del Duero, Australia and
beyond are on display. The devotion to German Rieslings is
among one of many highlights in this 136-page wine list.

卢布松美食坊
3F Bund 18 Zhongshan East Road, Huangpu District, Shanghai
200001
021-60718888
https://www.joel-robuchon.com/en/restaurants-shangaiatelier.php
Cuisine: French
Wine list by Head Sommelier
Wine on list: 860 (20 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 88 - 788 RMB
The younger Shanghai-based sister restaurant to L'Atelier de
Joel Robuchon offers a relatively smaller wine list compared to
its Hong Kong sibling, but it remains extraordinarily
comprehensive. In addition, it benefits from the professionalism
and care of Head Sommelier, Arneis Wu, who was named
Mainland China's 2018 Outstanding Sommelier of the Year. He
delivers a list that excites, offering the rarity of Chateau Talbot
of La Fleur Petrus by the glass, or one of the more
comprehensive vintage Champagne listings in the country.
Burgundy and Bordeaux heavy hitters are definitely the stars,
but there's also the opportunity to try quality Chinese wines
such as a Ningxia Riesling, or one of a number of Chinese
Cabernet Sauvignons or Pinot Noirs. Keep room for a dessert
wine, the list will impress.

LE BUFFET PARISIAN, THE PARISIAN
MACAO 🍷🍷
巴黎人自助餐
Shop 3100, Level 1,Estrada do Istmo, Lote 3, Cotai, Macau
(and SAR)
(+853)81119250
https://www.parisianmacao.com/macau-restaurants/lebuffet.html
Cuisine: International Buffet
Wine list by Arnaud Echalier
Wine on list: 402 (6 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 65 - 180 MOP
One moment this extensive wine list is employed to match
Chinese food (La Chine) and the next it is presented with an
international buffet (Le Buffet Parisian). It is versatile enough
to do both cuisines proud. International in nature, the wine
selection covers Old and New World varieties and producer
styles with attractive, bright medium-bodied wines by the glass,
an impressive array of Champagnes from the major houses
complemented nicely by some quiet, underrated white stars
from France and Portugal. Then comes the grand finale of
seriously good Bordeaux Cabernets, amongst others, and Port
and single malts to close. What more could you ask for?

LE COMPTOIR DE PIERRE GAGNAIRE,
CAPELLA SHANGHAI, JIAN YE LI 🍷🍷🍷
480 West Jianguo Road, Xuhui District, Shanghai 200031
862154669928
https://www.capellahotels.com/en/capella-shanghai/dining
Cuisine: French
Wine list by Shawn Xiao
Wine on list: 332 (26 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 128 - 1188 RMB
Le Comptoir de Pierre Gagnaire shows us an This is an
exceptional list. This is a classy selection of wines and very
well put together. All of the greats are here - Gaja, Giacosa,
Prunotto, Latour, Lafite, Chapoutier, DRC, Prieur, Drouhin,
Salon, Bollinger, Egly-Ouriet.... the list goes on.. An impressive
offering of older wines, particularly in the Cote de Beaune and
Bordeaux reds sections - this is to be expected. The option of
wines under Coravin opens up an appealing selection of wines
available by the taste or glass. The wine and food are in perfect
symbiosis; the only question is, where to start.

LIGHT & SALT BACKSTAGE 🍷

LIGHT & SALT DAILY 🍷

光与盐 南京东路店

光与盐陕西北路店

4F, 139 East Nanjing Road, Huangpu District, Shanghai
200001
021-63307223
http://www.winelistoftheyear.cn/
Cuisine: France Restaurant
Wine list by Kevin Bian
Wine on list: 91 (9 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 65 - 120 RMB
Light & Salt Backstage presents us with a largely international
list featuring wines from over 12 countries and many more
regions within that. At just under 100 wines it is a compact list,
but sure to have something for everyone. Look out for the spirit
selection at the end of the list - Light & Salt Backstage has an
extensive whisk(e)y selection, including some very premium,
older whiskies.

407 North Shanxi Road , Shanghai, 200040
021-52660930
http://www.winelistoftheyear.cn
Cuisine: France Restaurant
Wine list by Leon Wang
Wine on list: 116 (13 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 65 - 157 RMB
A collection of wines that will feel comfortable to any wine
lover from around the globe. There are reassuring choices
across the board with safe selections. Any diner looking
through this list will feel very comfortable. This also applies to
the range of spirits as well.

LION 🍷🍷
狮 - 熙玺府
Lane 2-3, Unit 2, No.123 Xingye Road, Shanghai, 200001
86-21-52396777
http://www.fccworld.com.cn
Cuisine: Exotic Cantonese
Wine list by Adrian Zhang
Wine on list: 105 (9 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 68 - 128 RMB
This striking Shanghai restaurant has a small yet impressive
wine list dominated by French reds and given further
international flavour by Australian, American, Spanish and
Italy drops. Given its Exotic Cantonese cuisine, it is surprising
that there is only a small selection of whites. The list by the
glass is tiny yet of high quality.

LOBBY LOUNGE NANJING, SHANGRI-LA
HOTEL, NANJING 🍷
大堂吧
329 Zhongyang Road,Gulou District,, Nanjing, Jiangsu 210037
2586308888
https://www.shangri-la.com/nanjing/shangrila/
Cuisine: Snacks
Wine list by Bob Pan Ensen
Wine on list: 92 (12 by the glass)
Wine prices: $
By the glass: 38 - 138 RMB
The Lobby Lounge Nanjing benefits from being part of the
Shangri-La group and has a careful thought-out small list. By
the glass, it compliments budget-priced quaffers with good
value wines from established producers. It is an international
list headlined by stellar priced DRC Burgundies, plenty of
affordable French offerings, as well as wines from key
established regions from around the world. There's an
impressive range of teas, plenty of beers, cocktails and spirits.
A very good bar list.

LOBSTER BAR & GRILL HONG KONG,
ISLAND SHANGRI-LA HOTEL 🍷🍷

LONG BAR SHENZEN, RAFFLES SHENZHEN
🍷🍷🍷

Pacific Place, Supreme Court Road, Central, Hong Kong (and
SAR)
85228208560
http://www.golden-circle.com/thetable/restaurants-bars/islandshangri-la-hong-kong/lobster-bar-and-grill/
Cuisine: Seafood and grill
Wine list by Yohann Jousselin MS/Szabolcs Menesi
Wine on list: 190 (24 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 95 - 460 HKD
The Island Shangri-La boasts an exceptional lounge list,
impressive by the glass and a comprehensive, thoughtfully
curated international collection. The sections describe the style
of wine 'dry & crisp' 'fresh & delicate', 'round & rich, 'light'
and 'full-bodied'. The quality of the wines delights whether it be
Dom by the glass, or the English Nyetimber by the bottle; a
moderately-priced Shaw and Smith 'M3' Chardonnay or an
expensive Howell Mountain 'Dunn' Cabernet. Enjoy.

长廊酒吧
T7, One Shenzhen Bay, 3008 Zhongxin Road, Nanshan
District, Shenzhen, Guangdong 518054
75581219375
https://www.raffles.com/shenzhen
Cuisine: Bar and Restaurant
Wine list by Emma Liang
Wine on list: 214 (26 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 78 - 1508 RMB
This classy bar of the Raffles group in Shenzen has an
impressive, up-market, international wine list. It's an extensive
by the glass collection enhanced by the use of Coravin to serve
rare aged gems. DRCs and first growths headline the selection
which included iconic wines from around the world. There's the
stock in trade of bars - cocktails, spirits and much more to
delight customers.

LOTUS PALACE, THE PARISIAN MACAO
🍷🍷
御莲宫
Lotus Palace (3rd floor),The Parisian Macao, Estrada do Istmo,
Lote 3, Cotai, Macau (and SAR)
85381119260
https://www.parisianmacao.com/macau-restaurants/lotuspalace.html
Cuisine: Chinese
Wine list by Arnaud Echalier
Wine on list: 402 (17 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 50 - 175 RMB
This highly versatile world wine listing aims high with its focus
on the best known French regions: especially Bordeaux and
Burgundy. The Rhone has some interesting whites that will
cause wine lovers some excitement. The single malt whiskies
are a delight.

M ON THE BUND 🍷🍷🍷
米氏西餐厅
7F, No. 20 Guangdong Road, Huangpu District, Shanghai
200001
63509988
http://m-restaurantgroup.com/m-on-the-bund/
Cuisine: Continental
Wine list by Rui Leow
Wine on list: 32 (20 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 65 - 145 RMB

Best Independent Restaurant List
This is a thoughtfully constructed, imaginative and innovative
list. While not large, it covers all bases and every corner of the
vinous globe. Most importantly, those wines on the list have
earned their place because of their quality. If you are looking
for something modestly priced, you can be confident of the
sommelier's choice. The organisation of the list should appeal
with headings such as 'Aromatics', 'Medium Bodied' and 'Full
Bodied', 'Fresh and Vivacious', 'Elegance and Finesse' and
'Blockbusters': everyone knows what they are getting. Simply
outstanding.

LOUNGE MACAU (THE), JW MARRIOTT
HOTEL MACAU 🍷🍷
N/A
Estrada da Baía da Nossa Senhora da Esperança, Cotai, Macau
(and SAR)
85388866888
https://www.marriott.com/hotels/travel/mfmjw-jw-marriotthotel-macau
Cuisine: Fusion of Interanational
Wine list by Billy De Leon
Wine on list: 395 (17 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 68 - 500 MOP
The Lounge Macau offers a tale of two wine lists, one is tuned
to high-end luxury, while the other looks to a broader audience
searching for quality wines from across the world. Wine lovers
in search of either will be happy diners at The Lounge. The
Coravin preservation system is put to good use in the selection
of wines by the glass, while the listing in general highlights
quality small producers such as Nikolaihof, Weinbach,
Jermann, Felton Road right across the board. And the
undoubted showpiece is the 'Classic Vintage' celebration
highlighting the near-perfect 1982 vintage in Bordeaux in
which First Growths star.

MAN HO MACAU, JW MARRIOTT HOTEL
MACAU 🍷🍷
Estrada da Baía da Nossa Senhora da Esperança, Cotai, Macau
(and SAR) 999078
85388866888
https://www.marriott.com/hotels/travel/mfmjw-jw-marriotthotel-macau
Cuisine: Chinese-Cantonese
Wine list by Billy De Leon
Wine on list: 395 (17 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 68 - 500 MOP
Availing itself of the J W Marriott master wine list, Man Ho
Macau offers a tale of two lists, one is tuned to high-end luxury,
while the other looks to a broader audience searching for
quality wines from across the world. Wines by the glass are
made extra tempting thanks to the use of Coravin to explore
wines like Kistler Chardonnay and Amoux Lachaux
Chambolle-Musigny. The listing highlights quality small
producers such as Nikolaihof, Weinbach, Jermann, Felton
Road. But the undoubted showpiece for many will be the
'Classic Vintage' celebration highlighting the near-perfect 1982
vintage in Bordeaux in which the First Growths star.

MAN WAH , MANDARIN ORIENTAL HONG
KONG 🍷🍷🍷
文華廳
18. Connaught Road, Central, Guangdong 852
28254003
https://www.mandarinoriental.com/hong-kong/victoriaharbour/luxury-hotel
Cuisine: Cantonese
Wine list by Koon Lik Keen, Nick & Au Chin Man, Andy
Wine on list: 450 (31 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 128 - 4000 HKD

Best Listing of Chinese Rice Wines
Best Listing of Chinese Spirits
Man Wah's comprehensive wine list has an imaginative
international list by the glass. The main list is particularly
strong in French and European whites with breadth by
encompassing other corners of the globe. There is greater
depth in the collection of reds with many of the great wines of
Bordeaux represented by multi-vintage verticals. There's
something for everyone.

MANOR (THE), THE ST. REGIS MACAO 🍷
Estrada do Istmo, Cotai, Macau (and SAR)
85381132777
https://www.themanormacao.com/
Cuisine: Portuguese/French
Wine list by Marc Van Der Meer
Wine on list: 85 (10 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 88 - 148 MOP
A small wine list that explores the big wide world of
Portuguese and French wines, not to mention a few others, too.
It's a tasting masterclass made to order whether it is exploring
a rose from the Douro with a little age, a Premier Cru Pinot
Noir from Burgundy's Chambolle-Musigny, or the supremely
elegant Charme red blend made in traditional stone lagares
from Niepoort. The addition of The St. Regis Bar menu adds
some tantalising cocktails and spirits as well as the opportunity
to learn from a range of wine flights and make your own
cocktail.

MANDARIN GRILL + BAR , MANDARIN
ORIENTAL WANGFUJING 🍷
文华扒房+酒吧
No. 269 Wangfujing Street, Dongcheng District, Beijing
100006
861085098888
https://www.mandarinoriental.com/beijing/wangfujing/luxuryhotel
Cuisine: Modern American Steakhouse
Wine list by Jimmy Chang
Wine on list: 300 (16 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$-$$$
By the glass: 98 - 198 RMB
Mandarin Grill + Bar has cherry picked the greatest wine
regions internationally, to bring us a selection of producers
and wines that exemplify the premium wines of the world. With
winemakers such as Jacques Prieur, Pierre-Yves Colin-Morey,
Joh Jos Prum, and producers such as Latour, Mouton and
Lafite, we think they've got all the bases covered. We
particularly like the choice of wines by the glass, which
includes two Chinese wines. Lovely selection.

MARCO POLO, SHANGRI-LA'S FAR
EASTERN PLAZA HOTEL 🍷
馬可波羅義大利餐廳
201 Tun Hwa S. Road, Sec. 2, Taipei, Taiwan 10675
(02)2378-8888
http://www.shangrila.com/taipei/fareasternplazashangrila/dining/barslounges/marc-polo-lounge/
Cuisine: Italian
Wine list by Hsu Han Sheng
Wine on list: 148 (16 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 380 - 3450 TWD
Marco Polo opened its doors in 1994 and is still going strong
with its mix of an Italian-inspired food menu matched to classic
Italian wines. Traditional producers fill the pages, household
names such as Gaja, Pio Cesare, Antinori, Castello di Ama and
Marchesi di Frescobaldi with popular and reassuring quality
wines, including Gaja 2014 Barbaresco available by the glass!
Looking for something a little different? There is always the
arresting selection of French, American, Argentinian, Chilean
and Australasian stars to contemplate.

MARINA GRILL, ABERDEEN MARINA CLUB MARTINI BAR, THE LANGHAM SHANGHAI,
🍷
XINTIANDI 🍷🍷
8 Shum Wan Road, Aberdeen, Hong Kong (and SAR)
(852)28145460
http://www.aberdeenmarinaclub.com
Cuisine: Western
Wine list by Alan, Tse Chi Heng
Wine on list: 46 (7 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 78 - 150 HKD
"Would you like the ratings of The Wine Spectator or the words
of James Suckling with that?" An interesting feature of this
small, concise wine list is the liberal use of tasting notes
penned by some of the world's best wine tasters and critics. It
could be a talking point as you work your way through the
international wine list, peppered with big and small wine
names, age and youth and arranged by the glass, half bottle,
bottle or magnum. There's plenty to tempt here and make the
gastric juices work overtime from a Chapoutier Condrieu to a
Tannat from Uruguay.

马天尼吧

MEAT (THE), KERRY HOTEL 🍷🍷🍷

MERCATO, THREE ON THE BUND 🍷🍷🍷

扒餐厅

6F, No. 3 Zhong Shan Dong Yi Road,, Shanghai, 200002
862163219922
http://www.threeonthebund.com/dining.php?concept_id=3
Cuisine: Italian Restaurant
Wine list by Fiona Huang
Wine on list: 924 (17 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 65 - 145 RMB
Mercato's list has significant overlap with its sibling in the
same building, Jean Georges. However, it leans heavily on a
collection of Italian wines to suit the restaurant's cuisine. The
collection of Super Tuscans impresses. The range of
champagnes is carefully chosen and the international listing
touches on most parts of the globe. The list by the glass offers
quality at modest prices.

1388 Hua Mu Road, Pudong, Shanghai 201204
(8621)61698888
http://www.shangrila.com/shanghai/kerryhotelpudong/dining/restaurants/the-meat/
Cuisine: Steak House
Wine list by Tyler Chen
Wine on list: 300 (28 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 68 - 198 RMB
This impressive list is identical to the Cook. The outstanding
range by the glass is enhanced by its use of Coravin. Imagine
DRC and Lafite by the glass! Suggestions are also made
matching dishes to the wines. The list has wonderful breadth
and encompasses the great wine regions of France - Burgundy,
Bordeaux, Champagne, the Rhone - as well as many other
countries in Europe, the Americas, Australasia and South
Africa. There's an excellent collection of local wines, too.

99 Madang Road, Xintiandi, Shanghai 200021
(8621)23302288
http://www.langhamhotels.com/en/the-langham/shanghai/
Cuisine: Night Bar
Wine list by Yulia Zhu
Wine on list: 58 (20 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 100 - 145 RMB
The Long Bar in Shanghai is part of the Raffles group and
offers a small yet high quality wine list. The range of cocktails
is extensive and enticing and the spirits mouth-watering. By the
glass, the wines come from around the world and are
reasonably priced offers from quality producers. There's a
small number of the great wines of the world, impressive wines
from all corners of the globe and an excellent collection of
Chinese wines.

MERCATO GUANGZHOU 🍷🍷

MERCEDES ME 🍷

莫卡多露台餐厅与酒吧

Shop 38 & 40, G/F, 48 Queen's Road, Central, Hong Kong (and
SAR)
85228983788
https://www.mercedes-benz.com/hk/mercedes-me/store/
Cuisine: European and Asian
Wine list by Marie-Paule Herman
Wine on list: 57 (15 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 100 - 190 HKD
Mercedes Me is part of a world-wide chain of stores combining
a cafe culture with Mercedes Benz lifestyle. As befits its
pedigree, the wine list is cool and minimalist - just 57 wines with an emphasis on aromatic, unwooded or lightly wooded
white wines and medium-bodied reds. It exudes a hand-picked
quality with interesting small producers Kracher, Luke
Lambert, Karl May alongside iconic classics such as Josmeyer,
Jaboulet, Antinori. It's a thoughtful and balanced wine
selection. Secrets of the Sommelier offers further insights into
the world of modern German winemaking.

Unit 802, 8F, K11 Art Mall, No.6 Zhujiang Road East, Tianhe
District, Guangzhou, Guangdong 510000
020-66818086
http://www.mercato-international.com/en/
Cuisine: Italian
Wine list by Alan Zhong
Wine on list: 199 (14 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 65 - 108 RMB
This is an Italian focused list that also offers a smattering of
wines from around the world. There are examples of most of
the important Italian varieties, from all parts of the country.
There is no great depth in these selections, rather a focus on
the breadth of the offering. There is also a good collection of
Gaja to delight wine lovers. Many will find the small by the
glass list happily well-priced.

MERCEDES ME STORE TAIKOO LI 🍷
四方三川 中餐厅
L1113c (Taikoo Li) No.8 Middle Shamao Street, Chengdu,
Sichuan 610000
8628-65088568
http://www.winelistoftheyear.cn
Cuisine: Sichuan
Wine list by William Liang
Wine on list: 46 (11 by the glass)
Wine prices: $
By the glass: 68 - 108 RMB
A restaurant within the Mercedez dealership in Chengdu may
seem unlikely, but the food looks great and the drinks enough to
tempt most. It's a very small list with many of the wines labelled
as Mercedez 'The Spirit Within'. Still the choice of labels
featured - New Zealand's Akarua Rua, Domaine Vincent
Girardin, F.E. Trimbach, Pio Cesare, Joseph Drouhin, Wynns suggest this is an interesting international collection. As an
experience, it's certainly something different.

MING COURT KOWLOON, CORDIS, HONG
KONG 🍷🍷🍷
明閣
Level 6, Cordis, Hong Kong, ,555 Shanghai Street,Mongkok,
Kowloon, Hong Kong (and SAR)
85235523028
http://www.cordishotels.com/en/hong-kong/restaurants-andbars/
Cuisine: Cantonese
Wine list by LUI Chun Kit Jason
Wine on list: 460 (20 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 80 - 140 HKD
With wines representing 20 countries and 100-odd regions, you
can confidently predict that Ming Court has the world of wine
well-covered. From the US, France and Italy to Slovenia, Israel
and Bulgaria, the list is purposefully aimed towards grape
varieties and styles well-suited to Cantonese cuisine. Many
names will be familiar for their quality and reputation, but
there are many up-and-comers to be discovered, too. Take time
to work through the listing. Strengths include German and
Loire white wines, a strong posse of roses, cool climate reds,
including those from China, among them the astounding Ao
Yung Cabernet Franc blend from Yunnan Province.

MIO, FOUR SEASONS HOTEL BEIJING
🍷🍷🍷
No.48 Liang Ma Qiao Road, Chaoyang District, Beijing
100125
86-10-5695-8522
https://www.fourseasons.com/beijing/dining/restaurants/mio/
Cuisine: Italian
Wine list by Ms. Elma Sun
Wine on list: 368 (20 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 88 - 288 RMB
This is an impressive international collection with the focus on
the wines of Europe - especially France, Italy, Germany and
Spain - yet it encompasses many outstanding wines from other
corners of the globe. It has good breadth and covers all the
styles that wine lovers would expect to see. Comprehensive by
the glass and with bubblies.

MITHAI 🍷
Anfu Lu 195 (near WuLuMuQi Lu), Shanghai, 200040
54039209
http://www.mithai.com.cn
Cuisine: Thai
Wine list by Max Haahr
Wine on list: 48 (6 by the glass)
Wine prices: $
By the glass: 65 - 85 RMB
This is a tiny international list with a very small selection by
the glass. The wines chosen come from all corners of the world
without any country dominating. Prices are modest and there
are plenty of budget-priced wines on offer. The quality is good
to very good.

MISS MUSTACHE 🍷
胡子小姐餐厅
223 Maoming Road, Jing'an District, Shanghai 200040
862152988275
http://www.winelistoftheyear.cn
Cuisine: Spanish
Wine list by Steven Jiang
Wine on list: 25 (13 by the glass)
Wine prices: $
By the glass: 28 - 58 RMB
Miss Mustache is a tapas bar with a tiny yet clearly focused
list. It is an international collection which includes budget
priced wines of good quality from Spain, Italy, Chile,
Argentina, the USA, France and Australasia. The small number
of wines by the glass is enhanced by the availability of some of
these as half bottles.

MORTONS STEAK AND SEAFOOD GRILLE
🍷🍷
莫尔顿海鲜牛排坊
L4-403, iapm Mall, No. 999 Middle Huai Hai Road, Shanghai,
200031
8621-60677888
https://www.mortons.com/shanghaigrille/
Cuisine: American Steakhouse
Wine list by Bruce Xu
Wine on list: 189 (19 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 79 - 156 RMB
As one would expect with this establishment, American reds
take pride of place. Australian reds probably fare next best, but
there are options from France and Italy, as well as other
regions in the New World and from China itself. Reds do take
centre stage but there is plenty of choice for those who’d rather
go with a white.

MORTONS THE STEAKHOUSE HONG
KONG, SHERATON HOTEL & TOWERS 🍷🍷

MORTONS THE STEAKHOUSE SHANGHAI
🍷🍷

4th Level, 20 Nathan Road, Tsimshatsui, Kowloon, Hong Kong
(and SAR)
852-27322343
http://www.mortons.com/hongkong/
Cuisine: American Steakhouse
Wine list by Ms. Sylvia Lau
Wine on list: 156 (30 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 105 - 695 HKD
Now in its 20th year, Morton's continues to keep the faith
presenting a red-wine focused quality world wine list in
keeping with its American steakhouse cuisine. Its reputation is
built not only on a comprehensive and energetic selection of
different red wines, but in particular on its US-centric red wine
selection that covers Washington State, Napa and Sonoma
Valleys and Oregon. While the US leads the list it does go on to
expand to include top red wine producing regions such as
Bordeaux, Burgundy, Rioja, Tuscany, Mendoza and the
Barossa Valley, to name but a few. The bar menu with house
cocktails, a fab gin and spirits list and even a whisky flight
deserves to be explored first.

莫尔顿牛排坊

MOTT 32 🍷🍷

MR WILLIS 🍷

Standard Chartered Bank Building, 4-4A Des Voeux Rd,
Central, Hong Kong (and SAR)
28983788
https://www.mott32.com/home
Cuisine: Modern Chinese
Wine list by Marie-Paule Herman, Rin K. Mohamad
Wine on list: 177 (19 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 90 - 580 HKD
There's something for every diner on the Mott 32 wine list. If
money is no object the Reserve Wine page is the go-to place for
something extraordinary such as Opus One, DRC or there is
the vertical of three vintages of Chateau Ausone. If a vinous
adventure is wanted start with a Moutai Cocktail and consider
the small but enticing range of Chinese white and red wines.
And for the rest there is always the chance of discovering
something new and exciting from New Zealand, Austria or the
US, or referencing the classics from Italy and France.

3/F, 195 Anfu Lu, near Wulumuqi Lu,, Shanghai, 200040
54040200
http://www.mrwillis.com.cn
Cuisine: Australian
Wine list by Max Haahr
Wine on list: 85 (8 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 55 - 95 RMB
Nice to see some sherries, ideal for the cuisine. While French
offerings dominate the list, there are numerous other options
and care has been taken to ensure some attractively mature
choices. A wide range of other beverages are available as well.

Shop 15 & 16, Level 4, Shanghai IFC Mall. No. 8 Century
Avenue,, Pudong District, Shanghai 200120
8602160758888
https://www.mortons.com/shanghai/
Cuisine: American Steakhouse
Wine list by Irene Han
Wine on list: 475 (18 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 98 - 188 RMB
Morton's The Steakhouse is a singularly focused red wine list.
It is entirely in keeping with its American steakhouse cuisine,
so diners should be prepared. All manner of wine tastes are
catered for with a good number of well-priced, commercial
wines available on the one hand, while top French wines create
a real sense of occasion on the other. The US-centric red wine
selection is the star covering Washington State, Napa and
Sonoma Valleys and Oregon, among others. The bar menu
boasting extravagant house cocktails and a fab gin and spirits
list also deserves your attention.

MUSTACHE 🍷
胡子餐厅
1/F, 768 Julu Road, Jing'an District, Shanghai 200040
862162085357
http://www.winelistoftheyear.cn
Cuisine: Spanish
Wine list by Steven Jiang
Wine on list: 58 (13 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 38 - 68 RMB
A Spanish influence pervades this list, which is only
appropriate, but there are more than appealing options from
around the globe. Dr Loosen, Trimbach, Giants Steps and
more. Always nice to see some sherry options available,
especially with cuisine ideally suited.

NADAMAN KOWLOON, KOWLOON
SHANGRI-LA HOTEL 🍷
64 Mody Road, Kowloon, Hong Kong (and SAR)
85227338751
http://www.shangrila.com/hongkong/kowloonshangrila/dining/restaurants/nadama
n/
Cuisine: Japanese
Wine list by Yohann Jousselin MS/Cyrus Ho
Wine on list: 95 (17 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 95 - 180 HKD
Nadaman Kowloon announces its credentials early with an
extensive listing of shochu distilled spirits and sake to get
everyone ready for the following Japanese food and wine
experience. The Japanese theme continues with a Japanese
white and red wine available by the glass supported by small
producers from both the Old and New Wine Worlds like
Salomon, Amisfield and Singlefile who will definitely be new
finds to many a diner. The listing is not big in number but offers
quality all the way and plays a strong supporting role in
providing wines totally in sync with the Japanese cuisine
offered.

NADAMAN CENTRAL HK, ISLAND
SHANGRI-LA HOTEL 🍷🍷
Pacific Place, Supreme Court Road, Central, Hong Kong (and
SAR)
85228208570
http://www.golden-circle.com/thetable/restaurants-bars/islandshangri-la-hong-kong/nadaman/
Cuisine: Japanese
Wine list by Yohann Jousselin MS/Szabolcs Menesi
Wine on list: 120 (16 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 85 - 215 HKD
Looking for advice on the best wines to enjoy with sushi, grilled
fish or wagyu? In a novel presentation, Nadaman Central HK
matches its wine styles with helpful food hints, thus a Swiss
Pinot Noir from Gantenbein matches Kaiseki dinner, a Barossa
Valley Grenache blend from Torbreck is recommended with
wagyu, etc. Nadaman's Japanese menu is a complex field of
flavours which is nicely matched by the wine list's selection of
small and medium wine producers from around the world.
Alternative grape varieties including a barrel-aged Muscat
from Japan offer a lively mix alongside a listing of poised,
established quality winemakers and wines. The cocktail and
spirit menu is equally different in its presentation with an
elegant Art Deco vibe.

NAPA WINE BAR & KITCHEN 🍷🍷🍷
Bund 22 - 2f,22 Zhongshan Dong Er Road, Shanghai, 200002
86-021-63180057
http://www.napawinebarandkitchen.com/
Cuisine: Contemporary European
Wine list by Edward Kok Seng, LEE
Wine on list: 891 (30 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 80 - 1680 RMB
The team has carefully constructed combined wine/food
pairings to best showcase both their food and their cellar.
Those who prefer to make their own selections, however, have
an extravaganza of great wine awaiting them from around the
world. A truly exceptional list with so many highlights we’d
need another list to identify them all.

N'JOY, NUO HOTEL BEIJING 🍷
悦尚

NORTH , THE VENETIAN MACAO RESORT
HOTEL AND CASINO 🍷🍷

2A Jiangtai Road, Chaoyang District, Beijing 100016
861059268888
https://www.nuohotel.com/
Cuisine: All Day Dining Buffet
Wine list by Michael Tan
Wine on list: 180 (13 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$-$$$
By the glass: 90 - 180 RMB
N'Joy, like Jia, at the Nuo Hotel in Beijing presents a highly
curated and precise list of wines. The fine dining on offer in the
restaurant is augmented by the international selection of wines.
We were very happy to see the Chinese wines available on the
list, alongside names such as Tignanello, Haut-Brion,
Chapoutier and Pontet Canet to name but a few. There is also a
tremendous selection of Chinese liquor to help wrap up the
night.

北方馆

O'BAR, NUO HOTEL BEIJING 🍷🍷

OSTERIA 🍷🍷

2A Jiangtai Road, Chaoyang District, Beijing 100016
861059268888
https://www.nuohotel.com/
Cuisine: Wine Bar & Lounge
Wine list by Michael Tan
Wine on list: 80 (20 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$-$$$
By the glass: 90 - 180 RMB
One this is for certain: they mean business up on the roof
terrace at the Nuo Hotel in Beijing. O'Bar offers us a
condensed version of the lists available at Jia and N'Joy, and
like the other venues, presents a highly curated and precise list
of wines. The main difference is that the terrace offers a
fantastic selection of premium wines (think Lafite, Opus ONe,
Gaja, C. Beaucastel, Tignanello, Penfolds, Torbreck to name a
few. There is also a tremendous selection of spirits, cocktails,
Chinese liquor and other delights to help wrap up the night.

生蚝海鲜餐厅

Estrada da Baía de N. Senhora da Esperança, Taipa, Macau
(and SAR) 999078
00853-81189980
https://www.venetianmacao.com/hotel/about-venetianmacao.html
Cuisine: Northern & SiChuang
Wine list by Jimmy Valentine
Wine on list: 659 (11 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 60 - 138 MOP
North fits into its casino location in Macau with a very good
list of bubblies from Champagne and key European sparkling
wine areas. There's a comprehensive list of French and Italian
wines and other key wine producing regions around the world
at a range of price points.

No 226 JinXian Road, Huangpu District, Shanghai 200020
1262568998
http://www.winelistofyear.cn
Cuisine: Seafood/Italian
Wine list by Ze Li
Wine on list: 50 (6 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 65 - 98 HKD
A nice touch to offer a selection of wines specifically to enjoy
with oysters, ideal for the establishment. A tight list with some
fine producers sprinkled throughout – Oakridge, Sileni, Jolivet
and more – with some leftfield choices as well, from Hungary
and Portugal, especially. The collection of premium reds is
very impressive.

OYSTER & WINE BAR, SHERATON HONG
KONG HOTEL & TOWERS 🍷🍷🍷
蠔酒吧
18/F, 20 Nathan Road, Kowloon, Hong Kong (and SAR)
85223691111
https://www.marriott.com/hotels/travel/hkgsi-sheraton-hongkong-hotel-and-towers/
Cuisine: Seafood Fine Dining
Wine list by Roger Fan
Wine on list: 0 (60 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 115 - 1070 HKD

Best Wine List - Hong Kong SRA
Best Champagne List
While this is a wine list beautifully in tune with its seafood
calling, it must be said that it is so supremely confident and
extensive in its wine selection that it would suit many cuisines.
It is not easily pigeon-holed. From the incredible attention to
detail with information and tasting notes on 700-odd wines (not
to mention spirits and beers) through to an extensive tour of the
world of wine in 60 glasses, to covering so many styles and
producers - old and new - including a Chinese Chardonnay and
a Central Otago Pinot Noir rarely seen outside New Zealand,
you know you have found an exciting world-class wine list.

OYSTER TALKS 🍷🍷
四度蚝
No.4 Stand,Worker's Stadium, Chaoyang District, Beijing
100026
1065526065
http://www.oystertalks.com/
Cuisine: Oysters & French
Wine list by Meiyu Li
Wine on list: 40 (7 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 98 - 128 RMB
The focus on oysters at this establishment means that the
sommelier needs to be very careful, a task she has
accomplished with seeming ease. There is even an oyster and
wine flight, carefully considered. A list looking to weight and
complexity, rather than just a long list of fine wine.

PAK LOH CHIU CHOW, GALAXY MACAU
🍷🍷🍷

PALETTO, THE RITZ CARLTON SHENZEN
🍷🍷

百乐潮州酒楼

No.116, Fuhua San Road, Futian District, Shenzhen,
Guangdong 518048
8675522222222
http://www.ritzcarlton.com/en/hotels/china/shenzhen
Cuisine: Italian
Wine list by Daisy Wang
Wine on list: 225 (19 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 128 - 228 RMB
Given its cuisine, you'd expect the Paletto wine list to make a
feature of Italian wines. And it doesn't disappoint from Italian
bubblies to great Barolos. There's a good range, too, of French
classics as well as value for money local wines. This pattern
continues to a vinous trip around the globe. But it's back to the
Italians for the greatest excitement.

G048 Ground Floor Galaxy Macau, Cotai, Macau (and SAR)
85388832221
https://www.galaxymacau.com/en/dining/restaurants/pak-lohchiu-chow-restaurant/
Cuisine: CHINESE
Wine list by Jacques Chua / Han Yew Kong
Wine on list: 902 (37 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 85 - 380 MOP
With the considerable Galaxy wine resources at its disposal and sharing the same list as Fook Lam Moon, its sister
restaurant - Pak Loh Chiu Chow dives in at the deep end with
its super impressive wine listing that includes some of the great
wines of the world . But while it is possible to enjoy a 1982
Chateau Petrus or a 1961 Chateau Haut Brion, the list is also
about broadening your wine horizons and exploring some
lesser-known regions and grape varieties. Maybe a Melon de
Bourgogne from the Loire, Austrian Gruner Veltliner or
Portuguese syrah. This is also an ideal opportunity for many to
learn more about Chinese red wines with half a dozen quality
makers offered.

PATIO, GRAND HYATT SHANGHAI 🍷
天庭
Jin Mao Tower, 88 Century Avenue, Pudong, Shanghai 200121
862150491234
http://shanghai.grand.hyatt.com
Cuisine: Bar Lounge and Dessert Bar
Wine list by Steven Krasicki
Wine on list: 22 (50 by the glass)
Wine prices: $
By the glass: 55 - 180 RMB
There's something for all on Patio's tiny international list: entry
level wines at budget prices on an extensive collection by the
glass, plenty of champagne at a range of prices; quality wines
from around the world; and, for those who wish to celebrate,
some of the world's great wines - Margaux, Lafite, Tignanello.
Some fine examples of China's best are also available. A small
yet comprehensive list.

PELIKAN 🍷
225 Xikang Lu (near Beijing Lu), Shanghai, 200040
62667909
http://www.mrwillis.com.cn/
Cuisine: Nordic
Wine list by Max Haahr
Wine on list: 91 (6 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 70 - 95 RMB
A modern list which focuses on a few countries – France,
Australia and Italy doing particularly well. A nice mix of
classics and contenders, something for everyone, but where this
list really comes alive is the exceptional collection of spirits
and beers. Those alone will bring aficionados across the
threshold.

PEACOCK ROOM (THE) 🍷🍷🍷
孔雀厅 - 熙玺府
S301 Southern Block, No. 288 Shimen Road (No.1), Shanghai,
200041
86-21-52391999
http://fccworld.cn/the-peacock/
Cuisine: Sichuan
Wine list by Adrian Zhang
Wine on list: 298 (14 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 40 - 110 RMB
Like its Shanghai sibling, the Lion, the Peacock Room boasts
striking decor. There are 14 carefully chosen wines by the
glass; strong French representation especially of high-end
Burgundy and Bordeaux while the collection of international
wines from Italy, Spain, Australasia and the USA will give
much pleasure. An impressive offering from China is good to
see.

PETRUS, ISLAND SHANGRI-LA HOTEL
🍷🍷🍷
Pacific Place, Supreme Court Road, Central, Hong Kong (and
SAR)
85228208590
http://www.golden-circle.com/thetable/restaurants-bars/islandshangri-la-hong-kong/restaurant-petrus/
Cuisine: Modern French
Wine list by Yohann Jousselin MS/Szabolcs Menesi
Wine on list: 1800 (60 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 130 - 4900 HKD

Best Listing of French Wines
Best Listing of German Wines
Best Luxury Fine Wine Cellar List
A truly magical wine list that won't disappoint, especially if you
can afford to fully enjoy some of its exceptional offerings. From
Krug by the glass to the offer of rare tastings of Petrus, Le Pin
and DRC by the glass, this is next-level. With 1800 of the
world's best wines it is a serious tome, one that requires time to
digest, but Shangri-La wine director, Yohann Jousselin, MS,
has also taken the trouble to search out affordable wines, too,
and emerging stars from the Rhone, Provence, Languedoc and
from further afield to Sicily, Austria and the Napa Valley,
among others. Petrus also offers a more local wine experience
with the wines of China and Japan front and centre.

PHÉNIX, THE PULI HOTEL AND SPA 🍷🍷

PINE AT RUI JIN (THE) 🍷

斐霓絲餐厅酒吧

光与盐瑞金宾馆店

No.1 ChangDe Lu, Jing'an District, Shanghai 200040
862132039999
https://thepuli.com/en/
Cuisine: Modern French
Wine list by N/A
Wine on list: 251 (17 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 75 - 180 TWD
The focus in this list is on the wines of France: not just on the
icon region of Burgundy, Bordeaux and Champagne but on
areas like the Loire, Beaujolais, Provence, the South West and
Alsace. As well as this, there is a smattering of choices from
around the globe, always with wines of very good quality.

Building 11, Rui Jin Hotel, 118 Rui Jin Er road., Shanghai,
200001
021-60159268
http://www.thepineatruijin.com/
Cuisine: Creative Restaurant
Wine list by XiangCheng Bian
Wine on list: 136 (13 by the glass)
Wine prices: $
By the glass: 70 - 120 RMB
This small international list offers good value quaffing wines by
the glass. It features a combination of the classic wines of the
world balanced by emerging producers with a greater range of
reds. France and Italy are best catered for.

PIPETTE, INTERCONTINENTAL SHENZHEN
🍷🍷🍷

PORTOFINO, THE VENETIAN MACAO
RESORT HOTEL AND CASINO 🍷🍷

9009 Shennan Road, Overseas Chinese Town, Shenzhen,
Guangdong 518053
75533993388
https://www.ihg.com.cn/intercontinental/hotels/gb/en/reservatio
n
Cuisine: French restaurant - Western French Food
Wine list by Kevin Liu
Wine on list: 449 (34 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 68 - 128 RMB

碧濤意國漁鄉

Best Wine List - Southern China
The list at Pipette balances the needs of those who wish to
enjoy the great wines from around the world with those on
more modest budgets. The choice of champagnes by the glass is
impressive although the rest of this list focuses on lower price
points. The clear focus is on the wines of France to fit with the
restaurant's cuisine and yet the international range offer good
choices at all price points. The local wines are well catered for.

Estrada da Baía de N. Senhora da Esperança, Taipa, Macau
(and SAR) 999078
00853-81189950
https://www.venetianmacao.com/hotel/about-venetianmacao.html
Cuisine: Italian
Wine list by Jimmy Valentine
Wine on list: 659 (19 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 65 - 153 MOP
This extensive international list has a focus on Italy to
accompany its cuisine with depth in its selection of Italy's most
important wines (reds from Piedmont and Tuscany) as well as
an impressive range covering the country. France is given good
coverage while the reds from California will have collectors
drooling. There's plenty to like from the far corners of the
globe, too.

RED CHAMBER (THE), CHINA WORLD
SUMMIT WING 🍷
红馆
No.1 Jianguomenwai Avenue, Beijing, 10006
86/010/65052299
https://www.shangri-la.com/beijing/chinaworldsummitwing/
Cuisine: Northern China and Beijing Local
Wine list by Bruce Li
Wine on list: 67 (12 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 85 - 175 RMB
Mommessin, Dujac, Meo-Camuzet, Ata Rangi – all names that
will appeal when the cuisine specialises in duck. It goes much
further of course, Antinori, Penfold's, good champagnes and a
range of other beverages. This is a tight list but plenty of
exciting options.

ROBUCHON AU DÔME, GRAND LISBOA
HOTEL 🍷🍷🍷
天巢法國餐廳
43/F, Grand Lisboa Hotel,Avenida de Lisboa, Macau, Macau
(and SAR) 999078
85388037878
https://www.grandlisboahotels.com/en/grandlisboa/dining/robu
chon-au-dome
Cuisine: French Contemporary
Wine list by Paul Lo
Wine on list: 17000 (17 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 280 - 450 MOP
A list of mammoth proportions that makes for compelling
reading for within its pages lies a world of the most luxurious
and iconic wines ever assembled. Yes, France leads, which is in
keeping with the restaurant's contemporary French menu, but
the spotlight is shared across producers and countries and
styles. One look at the 26 heavily-crammed pages of German
Beerenauslese alone will indicate the seriousness and
comprehensive nature of this list. Indeed dessert wines and
digestifs from producers such as Chateau d'Yquem (going back
to 1825), Coutet, Sine Qua Non, Taylor's, Warre, Quinta do
Noval and others is a highlight of the list.

SAZANKA, OKURA GARDEN HOTEL
SHANGHAI 🍷

SCARPETTA PIZZERIA 🍷

山茶花铁板烧餐厅

No.33, Mengzi Road, Huangpu District, Shanghai 200023
021-33768223
http://scarpetta.coquille.com.cn/
Cuisine: Italian
Wine list by James Liu
Wine on list: 39 (7 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 78 - 78 RMB
A list entirely focused on fine wines from Italy, ideal to match
the cuisine offered. The list cherry picks from the top regions
and producers and there is plenty of good value to be had here.
For those looking for something special, names like Gaja,
Tedeschi and magnums of 2000 Sassicaia will appeal.

58 Maoming Road (S.), Shanghai, 200030
86-21-64151111
https://www.okura-nikko.com/china/shanghai/okura-gardenhotel-shanghai/dining/#okura-garden-hotel-shanghai
Cuisine: Teppanyaki
Wine list by Liao Yinhua
Wine on list: 130 (10 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 90 - 120 RMB
An exciting and impressively extensive collection of sake, along
with a fine array of spirits, most notably Japanese whisky, are
the highlights of this list. Beyond that, plenty of familiar names
with quality offerings. A list which also offers good value.
Plenty here to appeal.

食光西餐厅

SCENA, THE RITZ CARLTON SHANGHAI
PUDONG 🍷🍷🍷

SENSE 8 XINTIANDI 🍷🍷🍷

意味轩

No.8, 181 Taicang Road, Xintiandi, Shanghai 200021
86-21-63731888
http://fccworld.cn/sense-8/
Cuisine: Cantonese
Wine list by Adrian Zhang
Wine on list: 381 (22 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 80 - 390 RMB
A separate collection of Chinese wines, of all styles and levels,
immediately appeals and must delight those keen to explore this
exciting and emerging wine scene. What follows is an extensive
and well presented collection of fine wines from top producers
and good years from around the globe. An excellent list.

Shanghai IFC, 8 Century Avenue, Lujiazui, Pudong, Shanghai
200120
(8621)20201888
http://www.ritzcarlton.com/en/hotels/china/shanghaipudong/dining/scena
Cuisine: Italian
Wine list by Ernest Ye
Wine on list: 385 (29 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 115 - 2400 RMB
This is an impressive list, identical in most ways to its
neighbour Jin Xuan, although with a stronger Italian
collection. It is strong in champagne, Italian sparkling wine
and the classic wines of France and Italy. There is an
admirable range of table wines from many other parts of the
world. Many price points are covered in the list by the glass
which is enhanced by the use of Coravin to ensure these wines
are served in ideal condition.

SHANG GARDEN, FUTIAN SHANGRI-LA 🍷
香乐园
4088 Yi Tian Road, Futian District, Shenzhen, Guangdong
518048
(0755)88284088
http://www.shangri-la.com/shenzhen/futianshangrila
Cuisine: Chinese
Wine list by Scott Xu
Wine on list: 133 (18 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 58 - 155 RMB
Shang Garden at the Futian Shangri La offers a premium wine
list which features many of the great wineries from around the
world. The food menu focusses on the regional flavours of
Southern China, and the wines chosen to pair with the cuisine
show us just how versatile wine and food pairing can be. There
is an extensive selection of drinks other than wine including
eight pages of non-alcoholic beverages including teas.
Impressive.

誉八仙 新天地 - 熙玺府

SHANG PALACE KOWLOON, KOWLOON
SHANGRI-LA HOTEL 🍷🍷
64 Mody Road, Kowloon, Hong Kong (and SAR)
85227338754
http://www.shangrila.com/hongkong/kowloonshangrila/dining/restaurants/shangpalace/
Cuisine: Chinese
Wine list by Yohann Jousselin MS/Cyrus Ho
Wine on list: 150 (14 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 85 - 300 HKD
From the Shangri-La wine director, Yohann Jousselin, MS,
comes a compact, well-chosen wine list bursting with freshness
and energy. The selection is diverse but made a little easier
with the inclusion of helpful sub-headings from Light & Fresh,
Easy Drinking, Medium & Fruity through to Powerful. Be
guided by them, or you can head straight to Our Private Cellar
listing where the wine selection and prices rise markedly and
include makers such as Gaja, Leroy and Lafite. A tidy wine list
that will suit many back pockets, Shang Palace, has the wine
world nicely covered in a mere 150 wines.

SHANGHAI TAVERN, THE SHANGHAI
EDITION 🍷🍷🍷
上海食社
199 Nanjing Road East, Huangpu District, Shanghai 200002
+86(0)2153689999
https://www.editionhotels.com/shanghai/
Cuisine: British
Wine list by Kiki Ho/Delphin Duan
Wine on list: 231 (39 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 47 - 5200 RMB
A fine list which walks the tightrope of balancing highly
regarded producers and wines from top vintages with cult
classics and future superstars. They do it ever so well and it is
perhaps nowhere better exemplified than with the champagnes.
A thoroughly comprehensive and well-compiled collection.

SHENZHEN AIRLINES BUSINESS CLASS 🍷
Shenzhen Bao'an International Airport, Shenzhen, Guangdong
518128
86-755-88814023
http://www.shenzhenair.com/
Cuisine: Chinese & Western
Wine list by N/A
Wine on list: 8 (8 by the glass)
Wine prices: 0
By the glass: 0 - 0 RMB
Shenzhen Airways takes a global approach to its wine list,
presenting a good range of styles and origins, with a focus on
classic regions. There are also helpful tasting notes and
technical information included.

SHENGYONGXING 🍷🍷🍷
晟永兴烤鸭店
No.5 Xindong Road, Chaoyang District, Beijing 100027
010-64640968
http://www.winelistoftheyear.cn/
Cuisine: Beijing
Wine list by Meiyu Li
Wine on list: 209 (8 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 78 - 118 RMB
A tight list, which concentrates very much on matching the
cuisine offered by the establishment. The use of Coravin speaks
to the care they take and the consideration they offer clients. A
fine collection of traditional classics, emerging stars and some
local Chinese wines. If forced to pick, the Burgundies win the
day.

SHINPAKU, THREE ON THE BUND 🍷
欣舍
2F, No.3 Zhong Shan Dong Yi Road, Shanghai, 200002
862163230093
http://www.threeonthebund.com/dining.php?concept_id=24
Cuisine: Japanese
Wine list by Jacky Liu
Wine on list: 50 (3 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 70 - 80 RMB

Best Sake List
This is a world class list of sakes. Quite extraordinary. Anyone
wanting to enjoy Japan’s finest or learn more, this is the place.
It is backed up by a fine array of other spirits and liqueurs, as
well as a good selection of wines, with the champagnes holding
pride of place.

SIR ELLY'S RESTAURANT, THE PENINSULA SKY BAR, OKURA GARDEN HOTEL
SHANGHAI 🍷🍷🍷
SHANGHAI 🍷
No. 32, The bund, 32 Zhong Shan Dong Yi Road, Shanghai,
空中酒廊
200002
+86(21)23272888
https://www.peninsula.com/en/default
Cuisine: French
Wine list by Stephen Lim
Wine on list: 348 (23 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 108 - 2380 RMB

Best Food & Wine Matching List
Sir Elly's is recognised not only for its thoughtful and extensive
listing of wines, but also for quality house wines created in
partnership with great producers such as Deutz, Keller Estate,
Chateau Meursault and Cos d'Estournel. Care is taken, too, in
providing a range of tastes from iconic producers of the world
through to newer edgier styles such as amber wines and rare
indigenous grape varieties. Wines served under Coravin offer
some well-priced classics, while Domestic Rising Stars covers
a wide range of Chinese white and red wines.

58 Maoming Road (S.), Shanghai, 200030
86-21-64151111
https://www.okura-nikko.com/china/shanghai/okura-gardenhotel-shanghai/dining/#okura-garden-hotel-shanghai
Cuisine: Wine Bar & Lounge
Wine list by Liao Yinhua
Wine on list: 130 (10 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 90 - 120 RMB
An excellent array of spirits, Chinese liquors and other
beverages are the true highlight of this tight list. France,
especially the Champagnes and Burgundies, are the leading
lights for the wines but Italy and Australia are very well
represented. Plenty to like all-round.

SUI TANG LI, THE MIDDLE HOUSE 🍷🍷🍷
随堂里

SUMMER PALACE HONG KONG, ISLAND
SHANGRI-LA HOTEL 🍷🍷

No. 366 Shi Men Yi Road,, Jing'an District, Shanghai 200041
021-32168068
http://www.themiddlehousehotel.com/en/
Cuisine: Contemporary Chinese
Wine list by Feifei Liu
Wine on list: 125 (18 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 65 - 928 TWD

Pacific Place, Supreme Court Road, Central, Hong Kong (and
SAR)
85228208552
http://www.golden-circle.com/thetable/restaurants-bars/islandshangri-la-hong-kong/summer-palace/
Cuisine: Chinese
Wine list by Yohann Jousselin MS/Szabolcs Menesi
Wine on list: 130 (12 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 90 - 350 HKD
Summer Palace announces its intentions from the very first
page of the wine list with its Wine Selection By Robert Parker
which lists the Bordeaux wines it carries that have scored 96
points up to a perfect 100 as judged by the US wine critic. The
French regions of Bordeaux and Burgundy are particularly
well-explored on this list, but should diners wish other options
the master list from Petrus restaurant is also available. The
Palace listing looks principally to the classic wine regions and
producers. However, of interest will be the separate listings for
"adventurous" white wines, as well as Sommelier Suggestions
reds which include a Pinot Noir from Switzerland and
Cabernet Sauvignon from the Veneto.

Best Listing of Chinese Wines
An excellent all-round list which opens with a fine collection
‘by the glass’, which includes a number of Chinese wines,
allowing those interested the opportunity to try these exciting
and emerging selections. The use of Coravin ensures the best
possible quality. Not the largest list but one which exhibits
extreme care in every selection. First class.

SUMMER PALACE SHANGHAI, JING AN
SHANGRI-LA HOTEL 🍷🍷🍷
夏宫
1218 Middle Yan'an RoadJing An Kerry Centre on West
Nanjing Road, Shanghai, 20040
862122038889
http://www.shangrila.com/shanghai/jinganshangrila/dining/restaurants/summerpalace/
Cuisine: South-eastern Chinese with Cantonese flair
Wine list by King Wang
Wine on list: 255 (17 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 70 - 170 RMB
An exemplary list. Eschews the overload approach to ensure
every selection is quality. Wines have been sourced from
leading producers from the great regions of the world.
Ramonet, Kistler, Dujac, Gaja, Donnhoff, Duval and so many
more. The jewel in the crown is an amazing set of numerous
vintages across the DRC range. Wonderful.

SUSHI RAKU 🍷
Reel Shanghai Department Store,1E, 1601 Nanjing Xi Lu (
near Changde Lu), Shanghai, 200040
32530711
http://www.mrwillis.com.cn
Cuisine: Japanese
Wine list by Max Haahr
Wine on list: 77 (6 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 55 - 85 RMB
A tight list well chosen to accompany the style of cuisine on
offer. Australia and New Zealand are well represented with
traditional offerings from Old World countries like Spain and
France. Interesting array of Champagne.

SUN CHATEAU HOT POT SHANGHAI 🍷🍷
22/f，Shanghai Tower，,501 Yincheng Middle Road, Pudong
New Area, Shanghai 200120
86-（021）-65951739
http://www.sun-9.com/
Cuisine: Hong Kong style hot pot
Wine list by Kiven Hua
Wine on list: 162 (11 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 45 - 80 RMB
This is a well compiled list that would horrify those somms for
whom a list must be obscure and weird. It is full of big names,
well known names and wines which will make customers feel
very comfortable - nothing at all wrong with that. Guigal,
Krug, Jadot, Chapoutier, Vega Sicilia, Wynns, Leeuwin Estate,
Moet, Egon Muller. What is not to like? In the end, Bordeaux is
the star, including some excellent Firsts.

SW STEAKHOUSE , WYNN PALACE 🍷🍷🍷
永利扒房
Avenida da Nave Desportiva, Cotai, Macau (and SAR) 999078
85388898889
https://www.wynnpalace.com/en
Cuisine: Steakhouse
Wine list by Daniel Wang
Wine on list: 663 (38 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 65 - 390 MOP

China's Wine List of the Year - Hong Kong, Macau,
Taiwan
Oustanding Sommelier - Hong Kong, Macau, Taiwan
(Daniel Wang)
Best Wine List - Macau SRA
Based in the luxurious Wynn Palace, this is a stunning listing of
the great wines of the world - in many cases offering several
vintages to tempt the discerning with deep pockets. There is an
extensive listing by the glass of excellent wines: champagne
lovers are well catered for, especially at the luxury end of the
market. It is an international collection strongest in the classic
wines of France but offering outstanding whites and reds from
great producers around the world. It is a list that has depth
rather than breadth offering many vintages of DRC, Petrus,
Lafite, Haut Brion, Rayas, Clos Sainte Hune, Hundred Acre
and more. The sake range also impresses.

T'ANG COURT HONG KONG, THE
LANGHAM, HONG KONG 🍷🍷
唐閣
8 Peking Road, Tsim Sha Tsui, Kowloon, Hong Kong (and
SAR)
(852)21327898
http://www.langhamhotels.com/en/the-langham/hong-kong/
Cuisine: Cantonese
Wine list by Lam Chee Tsun Andrew
Wine on list: 298 (19 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 110 - 300 HKD
An unusual introduction to this wine list has a selection of top
wines to try as recommended by the T'ang Court sommelier and
a host of international wine critics. Australian and France
dominates and prices can be high, but it's worth a look for the
insight it offers into this high-end wine list devoted in large
part to some of the world's most exciting, premium quality
wines. It's an international study in wines, something you can
partake from the excellent wines by the glass selection, or delve
in deeper into the list. France is the star but Italy, the US and
Australia offer real choice in styles and vintages. Chinese
spirits and Sake are also well covered.

TAPAS BAR, KOWLOON SHANGRI-LA
HOTEL 🍷🍷
64 Mody Road, Hong Kong, Hong Kong (and SAR)
85227338756
http://www.shangrila.com/hongkong/kowloonshangrila/dining/bars-lounges/tapasbar/
Cuisine: Tapas
Wine list by Yohann Jousselin MS/Cyrus Ho
Wine on list: 60 (57 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 85 - 250 HKD
Tapas Bar opens its list for a multitude of wine experiences and
almost all of them - 57 - available by the glass. This will melt
the heart of many a wine drinker. Exploration is the key on this
groovy small list starring some equally groovy wine producers
such as Singlefile, Donnhoff, Domaine Vincet Girardin. If in
doubt choose from one of two wine flights offered with three
tastings (x 75mls each) of different wines on the menu. This list
meets the needs of tapas dining and then some.

T'ANG COURT SHANGHAI, THE LANGHAM
SHANGHAI, XINTIANDI 🍷🍷
唐阁
99 Madang Road, Xintiandi, Shanghai 200021
(8621)23302288
http://www.langhamhotels.com/en/the-langham/shanghai/
Cuisine: Cantonese
Wine list by Yulia Zhu
Wine on list: 210 (18 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 125 - 230 RMB
The Sommelier selections will provide comfort to those seeking
the tried and traditional – names like Gaja, Leeuwin Estate,
Yves Cuilleron, JJ Prum and others promise quality and
reliability. The theme continues by the glass and there is a
selection of local Chinese wines as well. indeed, the theme
continues throughout.

TAVOLA ITALIAN BEIJING 🍷🍷🍷
2nd Floor, The Grand Summit, Section B, Liangmaqiao
Diplomatic Mansion, No.19, Dongfang East Road, Chaoyang
District, Beijing 100600
010-85325068
http://www.tavola.cn
Cuisine: Italian Classic
Wine list by Joanna Huang
Wine on list: 386 (12 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 78 - 98 RMB
Italian may well be the focus here but they certainly have
extended beyond those boundaries. Indeed, many
establishments would envy the array of French wines on offer,
especially from Bordeaux. Ultimately, the exceptional
collection of Italian wines, at all levels, is what makes this list
special.

TERRA ROSSA PUDONG 🍷

TERRA ROSSA PUXI 🍷

RG02,L+MALL,NO.899,PuDong(S)Road, Pudong District,
Shanghai 200000
021-68907977
https://m.dianping.com/shop/110306613
Cuisine: Italian
Wine list by Pesca Deng / Mia Zhang
Wine on list: 79 (9 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 58 - 118 RMB
A list designed to appeal to lovers of good spirits and alluring
cocktails with a tight array of wines as well. Some excellent
names abound throughout – for champagne, Henri Giraud; for
the Rhone, Yves Cuilleron; for Pinot Noir, Tarrawarra Estate;
and from Italy, Gaja. The collection of Bordeaux is the
highlight.

L107-108,1F,Uni Elite,NO.285 Jianguo(E)Road,, Puxi District,
Shanghai 200000
021-63300228,021-68907977
https://m.dianping.com/shop/103629748
Cuisine: ItalIan
Wine list by Pesca Deng/ Viola Chu
Wine on list: 61 (9 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 58 - 118 RMB
A list designed to appeal to lovers of good spirits and alluring
cocktails with a tight array of wines as well. Some excellent
names abound throughout – for champagne, Henri Giraud; for
the Rhone, Yves Cuilleron; for Pinot Noir, Tarrawarra Estate;
and from Italy, Gaja. The collection of Bordeaux is the
highlight.

TERRAZZA, GALAXY MACAU 🍷🍷🍷

TIVANO, THE TEMPLE HOUSE 🍷🍷🍷

庭园意大利餐厅

意大利餐厅

201 2nd Floor Galaxy Macau Hotel, Cotai, Macau (and SAR)
85388832221
https://www.galaxymacau.com/en/dining/restaurants/terrazzaitalian-restaurant/
Cuisine: Italian
Wine list by Han Yew Kong / Ervin Ong
Wine on list: 907 (25 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 85 - 380 MOP
With the considerable Galaxy wine resources at its disposal and sharing the master list as other restaurants such as Fook
Lam Moon - this extensive listing dives in at the deep end with
a super impressive wine selection that includes some of the
great wines of the world. But while it is possible to enjoy a
1982 Petrus or a 1961 Haut Brion, it is also about broadening
your wine horizons and exploring some lesser-known regions
and grape varieties. For this, look to the 25 wines by the glass
(including by Coravin). This is also the perfect opportunity to
learn more about Chinese red wines with a number of quality
makers offered.

No.81 Bitieshi Street, Jinjiang District, Chengdu, Sichuan
610021
8602866369999
https://www.thetemplehousehotel.com/en/default
Cuisine: Italian
Wine list by Cassie Hu
Wine on list: 274 (16 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 85 - 175 RMB

Best Wine List - Western China
Best Aperitif List
Tivano is modest in size but impressive in the quality of the
wines it offers. It is thoughtfully compiled and presented
imaginatively. Coravin is used to offer a staggeringly good list
by the glass. It is an international collection that is particularly
strong in Italy (and so matches the food admirably) and France
while offering wines from all parts of the world - with surprises
like Switzerland and the Lebanon. There are wine flights
focusing on the Alps, Tuscany, the Lebanon and China. It's a
splendid list.

TSURU, JING AN SHANGRI-LA HOTEL
🍷🍷🍷

URBAN KITCHEN, JW MARRIOTT HOTEL
MACAU 🍷🍷

鹤日料

Estrada da Baía da Nossa Senhora da Esperança, Cotai, Macau
(and SAR) 999078
85388866888
https://www.marriott.com/hotels/travel/mfmjw-jw-marriotthotel-macau
Cuisine: International-All Day Dining
Wine list by Billy De Leon
Wine on list: 395 (17 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 68 - 500 MOP
With access to the JW Marriott Hotel master list, Urban
Kitchen enjoys a similar selection of wines to its sister
restaurant, The Lounge. This is a tale of two lists, one tuned to
high-end luxury, while the other looks to a broader audience
searching for quality wines from across the world. Wine lovers
in search of either will be happy diners at Urban Kitchen. The
Coravin preservation system is put to good use in the selection
of wines by the glass, while the listing in general highlights
quality small producers such as Nikolaihof, Weinbach,
Jermann and Felton Road .

1218 Middle Yan'an RoadJing An Kerry Centre on West
Nanjing Road, Shanghai, 20040
862122038889
http://www.shangrila.com/shanghai/jinganshangrila/dining/restaurants/tsuru/
Cuisine: Japanese kaiseki
Wine list by King Wang
Wine on list: 368 (17 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 80 - 1980 RMB
A list which impresses from start to finish. Wide range of
quality by the glass, seriously exciting collection of champagne,
nice choices for those looking for a half-bottle, especially of
Bordeaux, and then all the options anyone could wish for – a
carefully compiled assortment of world class names and
exciting emerging producers. Old and New World both well
represented and an amazing compilation of DRC.

VINOTEKA 🍷
维诺卡爵士俱乐部&红酒馆
L120, Chengdu IFS, No.3, North Shamao Street, Chengdu,
Sichuan 610000
028-64657530
http://www.winelistoftheyear.cn/
Cuisine: Mediterranean Bistro
Wine list by Andy Xu / Amber Zhang
Wine on list: 107 (9 by the glass)
Wine prices: $
By the glass: 40 - 60 RMB
This is a jazz club and wine bar which offers an interesting
range of decent wines many of which will be unknown to its
customers. It's a place to explore, relax and enjoy and the wine
list fits this idea admirably. While we are unsure about Cava
McHotdog Brut, there are plenty of wines from around the
world to enjoy - always at fair prices.

VINOTHEQUE, KERRY HOTEL, BEIJING
🍷🍷🍷
一酒香
1 Guanghua Road, Chaoyang District, Beijing 100020
(8610)65618833
https://www.shangri-la.com/beijing/kerry/
Cuisine: Wine bar
Wine list by Jacobs Zhang
Wine on list: 333 (19 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 88 - 248 RMB
A sprinkling of fine Chinese wines included in the extensive ‘by
the glass’ collection. Plenty of options for larger (and smaller)
format bottles. The selection, from all corners of the wine
world, tends to the established producers and classic wines,
rather than the left field options. A nice battle between
Bordeaux and Burgundy with the nod to the former.

WEST LAKE BISTRO, FOUR SEASONS
HOTEL HANGZHOU AT WEST LAKE 🍷🍷🍷

WOLFGANG'S STEAKHOUSE SHANGHAI
🍷🍷

西湖餐厅

上海沃夫冈牛排馆

5 Lingyin Road, Hangzhou, Zhejiang 310013
86(571)8113-1760
https://www.fourseasons.com/hangzhou/
Cuisine: Bistro
Wine list by Simon Li
Wine on list: 289 (22 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 120 - 1460 RMB
The neat concept alternative sized pours for ‘by the glass’
appeals. As does the quality of the options – Gaja, Biondi Santi,
Grillet, Leflaive, Yquem and more. Great array of champagne,
including a vertical of Salon. Have eschewed the telephone
book approach and instead, make certain all selections count.
Impressive Bordeaux and local Chinese wines. Impressive all
round.

L1-04,05,1st Floor, No.588,East Changzhi Road, Hongkou
District, Shanghai 200080
86-021-55829715
http://wolfgangssteakhouse.net/
Cuisine: American Steakhouse
Wine list by Johnson Jia
Wine on list: 224 (15 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 98 - 238 RMB
A list with a solid concentration of big name champagnes and a
focus on American wines, bottle and ‘by the glass’. Some
impressive DRC, Bordeaux and Aussies but in the end, this is a
list for fans of wines from California and other American
regions. Plenty of options for spirit lovers, especially with the
Bourbon and Whisky.

XINRONGJI BUND 🍷🍷🍷

XINRONGJI FINANCIAL STREET 🍷🍷🍷

新荣记 外滩店

新荣记北京金融街店

558 Zhong Shan Dong Er Road, 1N L3,, Huangpu District,
Shanghai 200001
8602163037727
http://www.xinrongji.cc/
Cuisine: TaiZhou+Cantonese
Wine list by Kun Zhou
Wine on list: 330 (9 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 95 - 150 RMB
Lovers of fine champagne will probably not get far into this list
as they’ll find more than enough to satisfy them amongst the
extensive offerings here. Go further and there is an excellent
array from all around the globe. Big names from Bordeaux but
the Burgundies appeal even more. With selections from Bindi to
Giaconda, Clonakilla to Bass Philip, it is easy to see the focus
of quality for Australia. It extends all across this fine list.

No.11 Financial Street, Xicheng District, Beijing 100033
010-66180567
http://www.xinrongji.cc
Cuisine: Seafood in the East China Sea
Wine list by Daniel Yang
Wine on list: 220 (18 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 100 - 280 RMB
A big list in every sense. One that has plenty of First Growths
and Grand Cru wines on offer, though there are also some
bargains to be found amongst this. Thoughtful champagne
collection – Houses and Growers – but for those who can, a
collection of DRC will be the focus.

XINRONGJI GENASIS 🍷🍷🍷

XINRONGJI NANYANGLU 🍷🍷

新荣记北京启皓店

新荣记南阳路

Genasis, No.8, Xinyuan South Road, Chaoyang District,
Beijing 100027
010-65015501
http://www.xinrongji.cc
Cuisine: Seafood in the East China Sea
Wine list by Daniel
Wine on list: 480 (11 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 76 - 165 RMB
This is the place for anyone wanted to explore the local
Chinese wines. For others, a champagne list that would
embarrass many establishments in Reims. For the rest, big
names abound and there is an obvious effort to ensure
customers have the opportunity to enjoy older wines from
excellent vintages. A superb list.

170 Nanyang Road, Jing'an District, Shanghai 200001
8602162891717
http://www.xinrongji.cc/
Cuisine: TaiZhou+Cantonese
Wine list by Kun Zhou
Wine on list: 120 (0 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 0 - 0 RMB
A traditional list where the Bordeaux and Burgundies take
pride of place but there is more than that to be found here. A
neat but impressive set of Spaniards, the inevitable array of
DRC, some exciting Rhones and much more. Lovers of New
World wines will not be disappointed.

XINRONGJI WEST NANJING ROAD 🍷

YAMAZATO, OKURA GARDEN HOTEL
SHANGHAI 🍷

新荣记 南京西路店
688 Nanjing West Road, Jing'an District, Shanghai 200001
8602153861717
http://www.xinrongji.cc/
Cuisine: TaiZhou+Cantonese
Wine list by Kun Zhou
Wine on list: 258 (0 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 0 - 0 RMB
A tight list which has taken a small selection of appropriate
offerings from numerous regions but it does expand when it
comes to Bordeaux, Burgundies and the array of DRC wines.
There is also a good set of local spirits and indeed, good spirits
overall.

山里日餐厅
58 Maoming Road (S.), Shanghai, 200030
86-21-64151111
https://www.okura-nikko.com/china/shanghai/okura-gardenhotel-shanghai/dining/#okura-garden-hotel-shanghai
Cuisine: Japanese
Wine list by Liao Yinhua
Wine on list: 130 (10 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 90 - 120 RMB
The Yamazato's genuine enthusiasm for wine is evident in this
carefully curated wine list. There is a spectrum of international
styles with a focus on quality French wine. Producer spotlights
add to the charm, and there are some innovative listings.

YI LONG COURT, THE PENINSULA
SHANGHAI 🍷🍷

YONG YI TING, MANDARIN ORIENTAL
PUDONG 🍷🍷🍷

No.32 The Bund, 32 Zhongshan Dong Yi Road, Shanghai,
200002
+86(21)23272888
https://www.peninsula.com/en/default
Cuisine: Cantonese
Wine list by Stephen Lim
Wine on list: 60 (15 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 108 - 550 RMB
Yi Long Court offers a small wine listing of 60 wines, but
guests can request the more comprehensive master wine list
should they wish to explore other styles. In its more compact
form, it remains impressively diverse and caters for as broad a
taste in wine as possible without resorting to big names and
accompanying big prices. Small and big wine houses rub
shoulders such as Egly-Ouriet and Laurent-Perrier; Pegasus
Bay and Dr. Loosen; John Duval and Chateau Angelus. It's an
enticing mix of winemaking styles and philosophies.

雍颐庭

YONGFOO ELITE 🍷🍷
雍福会

ZENIYA SHANGHAI 🍷🍷
雲上銭屋

200 Yongfu Road, Xuhui District, Shanghai 200030
021-54662727
http://www.winelistoftheyear.cn
Cuisine: Shanghai
Wine list by Albert Lin
Wine on list: 158 (8 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 120 - 260 RMB
Finely compiled collection that ranges far and wide. It provides
the adventurous with the option to try some rare gems that they
might not otherwise encounter, such as Coulee de Serrant and
Grillet. Plenty of classics to go with them – try Weinbach, JJ
Prum and our own Tyrrell's Vat 1. The Burgundies are very
solid and the Italians impress.

68th Floor, Shanghai Center, 501 Yincheng Middle Road,
Lujiazui, Pudong New Area, Shanghai 200120
68826789
http://www.winelistoftheyear.cn
Cuisine: Soseki
Wine list by Spark Jiang
Wine on list: 334 (11 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$
By the glass: 68 - 288 RMB
Zeniya Shanghai has a reasonably compact international list
which focuses on the wines of France and on Japanese sake.
There's a tiny yet well considered list by the glass, some top
champagnes, classy whites from the Loire, Burgundy and the
Rhone, other European countries and key wine producers from
around the world. It's a similar range of high quality reds with
France and Italy best represented.

No. 111 South Pudong Road, Lu Jiazui, Pudong, Shanghai
200120
2120829888
https://en.mandarinoriental.com.cn/
Cuisine: Chinese
Wine list by James Wang
Wine on list: 400 (18 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 98 - 204 RMB
An obvious attempt has been made, with this list, to carefully
compile a selection of wines to represent all regions and styles.
These tend to be the famous names with a sprinkling of
emerging stars, but throughout, there has been careful
consideration of vintages. The Italians are the surprise packet.
Exceptional spirit collection.

ZI YAT HEEN , FOUR SEASONS HOTEL,
MACAO COTAI STRIP 🍷🍷
紫逸軒
Estrada da Baia de N. Senhora da Esperanca, Cotai, Macau
(and SAR) 999078
85328818888
https://www.fourseasons.com/macau/
Cuisine: Cantonese
Wine list by Kaleb Paw
Wine on list: 780 (23 by the glass)
Wine prices: $$$
By the glass: 90 - 928 MOP
Zi Hat Heen has gathered together an enviable listing of the
great wines of Burgundy and Bordeaux, and celebrates it with
gusto devoting page after page to top producers and even a
separate page for their second wines. However, this is also a
listing serious about Portuguese, Italian and Spanish wines
with multiple vintages of exciting stars such as Quinta do Vale
Meao, Quinta do Vallado, Ornellaia and Sassicaia. Selections
from South America, Africa and Asia, including a syrah from
Morocco, offer a change in pace. A seriously good list of wine
by magnum is definitely worth a look.
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